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unknown. Buck was brought on to Washington, am! sent across the Kast Branch to tiie
dismounted cavalry cauip.
Being a sensible

PRESS,

JOHN T. GILMAN, Editor,

N. A. FOSTER A

CO.

The Portland Daily Press is
published at SC (X
per year iu advance, or 87.00 at the end of the year
Single copies throe cents.
1'he Maine Static PiiKssis published
every Thu rs
day owning,ai *2.00 per anuum, in advance: 92.21
If
withlu six months; and 82.60, if payment b<
delayed beyond the year.

paid

RhIos of Advertising:
inch of space in ieugth of column, constitutes

''square.”
81.25
per square daily first week; 76 cents per week
after; three insertions or less, .*1.00; continuing eve*
ry other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, throe insertions or loss, 76 cents; one
week, 81.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of Auuskmicntp, 82 00 per square per
week; throe insertions or less, 81,50.
Special Notice*, 81.75 per square first week,
81,00 por square alter; three insertions or less, 81.25;
half a square, three insertions, 81.00; one week,

81.25.

Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part ol
the State) for 50 cents per square in addition to the
above rates, for each insertion.
Legal Notices at usual rates.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad>
Vance

fcjr“All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the 'Editor of the Press, and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for ono insertion. No charge less than titty
cents for each insertion.
Printing ol every description executed
with dispatch.
F. Tracy, Traveling Agent.
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Counting Itoniu to Let.
ROOM
Thomas Block, to let.
COUNTING

over

men:

ne siaie oi

To
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Washington, D.
the Editor of the Treat:
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M

sion, according

to

like.

to
H. J. MILLER,
92 Commercial Street.

To be Lc*.
HOUSE No. 59, adjoining my residence

State street.
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in leather
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improvements
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Arp y to
frost,
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£1PANGLED

J^EVV CLOAKS,

Received every da)*—

Superior garments

and Lot No. 29 Waterville
House and Store No. 13 Free street.

LU»bye^°-HW
The above

will be

sold

on

long credits,

jell deod&wt 152

For Salt*.
In

I

Itgc,

Gorham, 11 miles from the vil-

a beautiful Farm,
acres of excellent jand, on the
an excellent

containing

rcat*Scarborough.in
---rs2s£~r neighborhood. Buildings good,
1] storied. 28x86; barn 38x45; two good orchards, one of them just beginning to bear ; all the
laud fit for cultivation: plenty ot wood for home
consumption; one-half mile from school, 2 mile*
house

from grist and saw ir.itle.
For further particulars inquire of X. BROWN,
2*1 Congress street. Portland, or at the premises,
where any information may be obtained.
decll d3w*
RUFUS FOGG.

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
I'OK SALE.

a

Hotel.

That valuable and centrally located House
and Lot, No. 81 India street, for so many
\| years owned and
by General Samu<i Fessenden, is offered for sale.
The Lot i- 70 feet on India street, extending back
171 feet— containing neartv la OCX)feet of land. The
House is three storied, is in good repair, and contains tlBeen rooms, besides many closets and other
conveniences; has ca* fixtures throughout: it also
has a large flow of PURE AQUEDUCT WATER,
which is very desirable; also a large Wood House
aud Bam.
This a good piece of property upon which to make
improvement-. It may be fitted for a IHtS7
(LASS HO Alii) IN (i HO USE. or a SECOND
CLASS HOTEL.
Its ncai
to the terminus of the Grand
Trunk Railway and to the wharves of the Boston
and other steamers, makes the location a desirable
one for a Hotel.
This lot might ho improved with profit to any mechanic or other person having means, hv tho’erection oi Teuemen-s. iis large depth affording
ample
space tor a block of eight or ten buildings.
For further particulars enquire of"
WM. H. JERRIS. Argus office.
Portland, Dec. 8, 1868.
decll MWFtf

proximity

AN AIR-TIGHT

'City

janl dtf

A8TALLI05,

I

Lost.

-MADIBY-

Bar stow Stove

!

1

So five months passed. The war dragged
w anted.
slowly ou, and the same convincing reasons
which had been urged in the Capitol for a
IKS having Irom $50 to 81000 to invest,
would do well to examine the unprecedented
conscription, began to be felt in the affairs of
tbe Association. The cud of the war was not I opportunities offered at 229 Congress street, before
elsewhere.
investing
dec28d%wlw
then as now visible. It seemed necessary to
prepare for years of warfare, no man could
Warned.
tell how many, and the first step of such
j OOP second hand steam engine, eighty to ono
preparation was to cease depending upon volhundred horse power.
unteers, who had done their part, and make
dec22 3w
JOHN LYNCH k CO.
definite provision for every needed service.
>So the Association proposed to the Slate GovMot ice.
MAN desiring a situation, who is competent to
ernment, to assnuie the whole responsibility
of the work here aud put it upon a permanent
su]>crintcnd the construction of a Woolen Factory uud its Machinery, a id to run the same when
footing with an expenditure of $200, a month. completed,
will hear of a favorable opportunity, by
Col. llatliaway was recalled in March. The
addressing A. P. IF, Box3093, Portland. Ono havvisiting committee was discharged. Mr. Wat- ing some means that he will invest (if but small t is
decH dtf
son was made the agent of the Association,
preferred._
aud Mrs. Sampson, of Hath, was assigned to
Loan ol' $13,975 wanted for Tow n
as
his
assistant.
duty
of Brftdfrton.
Under the present organization, the lion.
Second Auditor of the Treasury, E. II. French,
a legal meeting of the kihabitants of the town
is President of the Association; Mr. A. B.
ot Hhidoton, held on the 28th dav of NovemlwttFarwell, of the Navy Department, Vice Pres- ber,
**
To authorize and direct the Town TreasVoted,
ident; Hon. Horatio King, formerly Postmas- urer ol Bridgton
to procure a loan, and give a Town
ter General, Treasurer; and Mr. J. W. ButterNote or Notes in behalf of said town, at a rate of innot exceeding six per cent for two
field, of the Treasury, chairman of the Exec- terest
years, a
sum sufficient to
par each volunteer $325—and they
utive Committee. The olliee and store-rooms
are mustered into the service of the United
States,
of the Agency are those occupied by Col.
and credited to said town as a portion of their
quoHathaway, in addition to the visitation of ta, under the last call for men by the President ol
United States."
hospitals, the delivery of packages aud distri- theThe
quota of said town is 43 men, and the above
bution of stores, there a thousand ways in
sum of $13,975 is required to pay each man the above
which the Agency is becoming daily more
bounty of $325.
amt more indispensable. Soldiers cannot gain
Persons and corporations desirous ot furnishing all
or auy portion of said loan, will please communicate
access to the Departments. If each man were
with the undersigned by mail, stating umount and
allowed to explain his own case in person, the
ALVIN PA VIS,
lowest terms.
wheels of business would be blocked. Jt is
Treasurer of Bridgton.
the business of the Agent to see that their
decllwd&w
Bridgton, Nov. SO, 1863.
are
in
form to have tliem corrected it'
papers
aud
then
to
need be,
apply in person for baek
YoUie Citizens.
pay, or pension ami bounty, where such applicitizen who may know of any Stoves, Funcation seems desirable. Meanwhile lie finds
nels, or Chimneys, where fire is kept, and not
lodgings for the soldier, and when all is done, considered sale, by notifying the subscriber, shall
hud them attended to, and no names given.
sees that lie is provided with railway transporII. C. BAKNES, Chief Engineer.
tation at the reduced Government rates. If
dim
Portland, Dec XI, 1S63.
a sick 111:111 needs a furlough, the Agent must
if the man is very ill
see that he has it; and
that, lie is carefully transported from the hospital to the station and put on board of the
sick car. The correspondence of the Agency
averages two hundred letters a month.
These are only a part of the regularly recurtj—Exclinn|{e Street—-IM
ring duties of the Agency, and this part of its
dec25 eodtf
Anomalous cases are
labors is increasing.
continually arising. Tims a man named
DOLLARS will be given for tho detection
Buck, regularly discharged in Febnery 1802,
aud conviction of any person or person sstealinf
was arrested in Augusta last November, as a
from
tho doors or our subscribers.
papers
deserter ou the information of some scoundrel
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRF89.
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BIG THING ON ICE!

Bailey’s Patent Creepers
FVE

Dll A

FT

RMDXSVOUS,

1

ORDERS

A

1

h

Portland. Dec. 1,1863. )
No. 47.—The stroets of Portland will
hereafter bo patrolod by a guard from Camp
Berry, ami all soldiers found upon tbe streets, not

Wanted.

A

III -1 >1.KI<

liKAD<JUABTKr.K

dlw*

To merchants.
MAN of business talents would like a situation
in some mercantile business as Salesman or
Book-kc per, where there is a prospec* of
becoming
partner or proprietor. Address J.A.T., box 579.
Portland.
P. 8. Should like to talk with any party at their
convenient time.
dcc30 dti

Oo.

By an Air-Tight Store, 1 mean a stove so perfectly
fitted a* to place the draft entirely within the control of the person using it, by simply closing the
draft slide, thus securing great economy iu time and
in cost of ftiel.
But the novel, the
feature of the Moriel
Cook, that which di*t riuuishes it from all others, is
the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Ov*n within
the body of the stove and in front of the fire, so arranged that it can be used separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a single plate) in connection with
the larger oven for baking.
I re*poctfol!y invite those who are not fully satisfied with their prescut arrangements for cooking, to
make careful examination of this stove, honest fu believing that it combines the elements of
utility arid economy, more perfectly than any apparatus heretofore introduced.

i

having proper passes, will bo arrested and sent to
( amp Berry; and any .soldier found drunk or behaving in a disorderly manner will be sent immediately
to Jail.
The fact of a soldier not belonging to this
Camp
will not shield him from tho penalty of this order.
By order of Brig. Gen. U( WLKi.
J. E. UARRISON,
dcc2-dtf
Capt. 5th Cav., Act. Asst. Adj’t Gen.

simplicity,

A large assortment of OTHER COOK STOVES,
too well known to need any recommendation, such
as

the

Banner, Union Cook,
and Harp.

Secretary.

Portland, Dec. 15,1861.

dtin

For heating the bent In the market.

Spiral, Dome and

]^IliiiT£EN
trodun'ug

M

well

J

as a general assortment of articles
a Unit class Stove Warehouse.

Forfeiting.
Now is the time to enter or enlarge; and I would
remind all interested, that by entering now, before
the next dividend is declared, they save the actual
cost of one whole year's premium.
JOHN NEAL, Agent,
nov30 2awiw
30 & 82 Exchange Street.

Proposals for T imho:1 fort lie Navy,

Bureau ok Ohdxaxck,
I
Xar;:
partm, ut, Xor ember 16, 1863. f
1’KOPObAL8, endorsed “Proposals for
Timber." will be received at this Burcuu until
three o'clock p. m. of the twentieth day of December next, for furnishing and delivering under contract,at the several Jfavv Yards Ht Portsmouth.N.H.,
Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, the following
described timber and plank, for Ordnance purposesClaps
I. White Oak for Gun Carriages.
Class II.* White Pine and White Wood.

usually

TInder Lancaster Hall.
F. A. IEOWAKD.

nov26

Class III. White Ash and Hickory.
Class IV. Cum Logs.
Separate otters must do made for the supply at
each of the Navy Yards named, and lor the White
<*ak and tin- Hickory, White W’ood, White Ash, and
l'ino; but the offers must bo for all of each description for each Navy Yard.
Bidders are referred to the Ordnance Officers at
the several Navy Yard* and stations, andto theChiet
ot the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department, who
will furnish them with printed schedules,
giving
<b-scription of tho ‘‘Timber," time of deliveries,and
other particulars.
11. a. WISE,
nov23 lawAw
(kief of Bureau, ad interim.

L. F. 1*1 A GitEE~

PATTERN & MODEL MAKER,
Machinist and Millwright,
No. 37 Liiioii

Street, Portland.

Special attention given to all kinds of Wood Work
in his line, including Halters’, Printers*, Surgeons',
Shoo Makers', Artists’, and general miscellaneous
Jobbing for all classes of Pattern aud Machine work
uov30 Sm3aw A cow

“ELM

to the
to the

endo^nenTanZH^.h^*

careful and Judicious .election of
Uv.e and
of great importance to the noUor holder.
It offers to
bolder, the meet abundant
.ecurity In a largr accumulated fond
BOW to orer Three Million
Dollar,,
date, tho assured in the settlement of their
aremluma, bv receiving a note for a part of tho amount
wltesi dt>,red—thue furnishing
Insurance for Bear/*
double the amount, for about the same
n_*
11
a. i. required in au “all cash
Company/"
a tnos.
one

ti a

tv.

u. 9. innstian

nov25tf

■

THE WHITE
(FORMERLY

J. I\

WIL80N

This

popular Hotel has recently been pur[Cha.-ed by 31 Miller (of the Albion )aud has
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, and numerous excellent alterations
L-^niade. It is located on the Saecarappa road.
about four miles from Portland,
affording a beautiful
drive over a good road, and just about far enough

Cloak

Attorneys

CLEAVES,

and Counsellors at

and

declS

*.

SWEAT.

sets and

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

Hoop Skirts, CorFancy Goods,

Commences THIS DAY, under Mechanics' Hall.

Pint Collection District </ State oj' Maine,

3d Exchange Street,
Poutlasd, July 17th,

fllHIS

Office

having

been made

AH Good* Marked Down in Price!

1S63.

Stamps.
a

depository

HOOP SKIRT3, CORSETS,
CLOVES, HOSIERY, HOODS, CLOUDS,
SQNTAtiS, COLLARS, CUFFS, LEtitilNS.
SLEEVES, or other articles suitable to the season,
will do well to avail themselves of the
very low

of

X Revenue Stamps, the public will be supplied at
the foliowing rates
Less than 96o at par.
•60 to 91000, 4 percent, discount.
•luuOand upwards, 6 per cent, discount.
NATH’L J. MILLER. Collector.

prices, at

AADERSO.K’S
HOOP SKIRT

THE BEST!

TUK

dec!9 d8ra

45 and 47 Union Street.
CLOSINU-OIT SALE

aud at reasonable prices.
H?* Particular attention given to copying.
A. 8. DAVIS,

Proprietor.

Portland, July 30,1603

dtf

ALBERT WEBB Ac CO.,
-DZALZRS 111-

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OF MERRILL'S WUAKF,

-OF-

BOOTS and SHOES.
Having taken the Store, 8(1 Middlr atreel,
(formerly occupied by J. T. Smith), and net wishing
to

my stock on Union street to my new
I shall dispose of tlie same at GREAT BAR-

GAINS

Now in your time to buy Goods Cheap!

Porllnad, Mo.

Don’t

__le»tf
Dissolution or Coparttiorsliip.
t Arm of W. fl. SHAW A SOX in this day
dissolved by mutual content.
W

H.

SHAW,
HKXiiY B. SHAW.
Portland, December 1,18(3.
decs d3w

forget

the

place,

45 and 47 UNION STREET.
1 will mention

a

liabilities.
reported, liability

few of the

prices:

FA8SETT,

Arcliitoct,
No. 137 1-2 Middle Street.
Plans,KMimates and Specifications for
DESIGNS,
Public Building*, Stores, Town and Country

Villa*, Cottage'*, 4 c 4c.
Detail Drawing* furninhod. or Superintendence in
any part of the State, when required, on reasonable
terms.
REFER* BY PERMISSION TO
Pros’t Wood*, Jos. McKocn, Es j-.^Bowdoin College; Rev. Frederio Gardiner, Gardiner; lion. B.C.
Bailey, Oliver Moser, E*q.# John Hayden, E*q., Col.
J. T. Patten. Bath.
novlT d3in*

8IMGEK

>

8

SEWING MACHINESI
WOODMAN,

TREE

&

CO.,

AGENTS,
!4o». 54

anil 56

Keedletaud

Middle Street.

irimminzt alwiyi

on

baud

Portland Office
81 bchute Stoeet
W. D. LITTLE, General Aceat.
•

HIS

ROOMS,

novl3eodfcw8w 33

C0NDEH8ED 8TATERXMT
-OF

City

nurses.

Boston, April 28.1S63.

eodly

cess.

Pink Stocks, market valus 1178 418 OR
"
w Brooklyn City Water Bondi.
1J.K4
*<
Hartford City Rood,,
-u ny

ASSET?
1K&3 shares

& Connecticut State Bond,,
••
Other City and State Bond,,
•<
Itailroad Stuck, and Boud,,
••
L'nited Statea .Stock, and Bonds, *'
Loan, on myrtgage, ufrealaatalo.
pledge of bank and other,took,,
market tains
Accrued interest on investment,,
t oh on baud and ia bank,,
Cash in baud, of agents and In traaatt.

Every intelligent

and thinking person mast know
that remedies handl'd out from general use should
hare their affleaer established br well-tested experience in the baud* of a regularly educated
physician, who«o preparatory study fits him ior all the
duties he must fullill; yet the country is flooded with
uostrum* and cure-all*, purporting to be the
poor
best in the world, which are not ouly useless, but alThe unfortunate should be farticways injurious
ular In selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet iucontrovertmble fact that maur svphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; for it is a point centrally conceded
by the bust syphilographcrs. that the study and management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent aud
successful iu their treatment aud cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opaar time to muko himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly nusrues one system of
an indiscriminate
treatment, iu most case*
use of that antiquated ami dangerous
weapon. Mercury.

Personal property

Canvais,

msblttr

JOHN F. SHERRY
Hair Cutter and

Wig Maker,

No. 13 Market 8quare,Port’ 'nd,(up stairs.)
for Ladies’ and Children'* Hair
Cutting.
A good stock of Wig*, Half-Wig*, Bands, Braids,
Curl*, Frizett*. Pads, Roll*, Crimping Board*, 4c.,
4o., constantly on hand.
Jo*22G3dly

Sydeparate room

m

Losses

JAMES T. PATTEN A

CO.,

Buth, Me.
OfWl BOLTS Superior Bleached
«\Jv 300 do All Long tin a “Governmont contract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax

SOodoNavy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Boston.
Bath, April 20,1863

t

w

Aim*
Arbroatlf.

LIABILITIES

v
L.

.-

LITTLE, Agent,

...

31

novl4 eodA«6w

Buta|,

SUM,.

8TATEMEHT Of TR1
.Etna Inknrancc
Company,
OF HARTFORD. CONN.,
On the 1st day of November, A. D. 1888. as required
by tlie Laws of the state of Maine.
The Capital Stock

is..91,000.000

amt with the surplus is invested as
follows
Real estate, unincumbered.
$87 * M8 IS
Ca«h in hand, on deposit, and in

agents'
hands,
United States Stocks,
State and City Stock?, and Town
Bonds,
Bank and Trust

Coiupauy Stocks,

Mortgage Bonds,
Atlantic Alutual Ins. Co’s scrip.' 1883-8,

216 MA

M

4I1M? U
889.460 00

l,047isft

g$j pn

uO
qq

16,888 Co

ToUl A met,
$3,094,47$ 74
Amount of Liabilities tor Losses not
due or adjusted,
8176.411 84
Amount at rink, estimated.
116 616 479 uo
THUS. A. ALKX ANDKR.
Lrcirs J. H abi>kb. Secretory.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1S63.

IwSiint

MIDDLE At.ED MEN.

There arc many mon at the age of 40 or 20 who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and woakeuing the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.* Oa examining urinary dep sits a ropy sediment will ofteu be
found, and sometimes small particles of m men or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
inilkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There arv many iucn w ho die of this
ignorant of the cause, which is the

J* C.

CHURCHILL,

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland M*r.
deco dtf

Christmas and New Year.
». 11.

N

COLESWORTHY,

O. ‘‘2 Exchange street, has just received ana of

the most extensive assortments of
Toya.amnfliug
games amt interesting books for children to bo found
in the city. Every one who wishee to bivs
bright
laces and cheerfhl hearts in the bouse on L'briatma*
am! New Year’s day. can’t fall to find the menna te
produce them by calling at Coles worthy’s Also
rich and elegant Photograph Albums, Ulft
pictures and pieture
fancy rticlea in great vanety. fce fcc Among the
numerous article! for
presents, to be fouaR at
t
oleaworthy’s, there are none more uselhl or agWbr
pi iate than those ueat cases of

fimVs.

Infirmary.

Books’

wallets.perfomSry

Ilomu'op’tlhic Medicine*
op by M. Heavy. at prices from 92 60 to Rt 90—
book adapted to the ease. PORTABLE
AKMY CASKS of the
principal remedlm, egk
Small’s Pocket Manual, for 9t 50.
DlPTMKRlA
CASES of 7 remedies, with direcUoas. for TB nanti
Prepaid by mail or express. 91 Ou. These remedies
are successfully ii4cd by all
Honxrepathic Physic)
an.-, and g vegood satisfaction where
they have Men
tried by others.
issli-dtf

put

TO THE LADIES.

including a

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
ft Temple Street, which they will And arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Reuov&tiug Medicinesareunrivalled in ottcacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob-

DR.

structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tne health, and may betaken
with porfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of theoountry with full directions
by addressing
DR HUGHES,
Mo. ft
Street, oorner of Middle, Portland.

M. B.—LADIES desiring mayoonsnlt ono of their
A ladv of oxi*rieuce iu constant attend-

Janl

djfc

wly

BARLEY WANTED.
The highest price paid for Barley by

••ptasdtwu

•l.ggt 74
11,444 1$
Praeident

BCB.BOWERS,
BAKER, Secretary.
Count,, Xoe let, 144$

W. D.
Olll.

Complexion.

1

U.

S.

N A

BANTED,
Seamen,Ordinary
Apply

to

vy

1000

Seamen tt L an dam an.

Naval Svndi ivou,, toot of ExehaanBt
J P UKATH'
‘t*cru“iB* 0«»t.

_oo9dtJ.nl_

HARRIS

BROTHERS,

WHOLESALE

GROCERS,

COMMERCIAL STREET,

BRADLEY,

17 York Street, Portland,

ap21dlf

>

r. Dodd, Notary PakUt.

T THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS B Y UNHAPP Y EXPERIENCE.
Mon
troubled with emitsior s iu sleep, a
Young
complaint gem rally the result of a bad habit iu
treated
scientifically, and a perfect cure waryouth,
ranted or no charge made.
a
Hardly day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young men w ith the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and
by th«ir friends supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to tbc pro|cr and
only correct course of treatiueut, and in a abort time
are made to rejoice in perfect health

JOHN

<

office,

adjusted anil due. None—
and not due,
reported and waiting proof,

wu

HOW MAN

own sex.
ance.

a*5C

Slate of Conn.. Hart/erd
Sworn to before me,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or tbc
stinging rebuke of misplacod confidence iu maturery tare,
SEEK rOR AN ANT IDO TE IN SEASON.
The Pains aad Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, aro
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do uot wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

%

t'Xfa on

Total aaaeta,

making

Temple

-FOR BALK BY-

Ce.,

CAPITAL STOCK, paid up, is.
$260,000 OO
Surplus over Capitol.aim —|

Eclectic Medical

UT* COURT STREET,corner of Howard. Boston,
is consulted daily from 10 until 2, and from 6
to 8 in the evening, on all diseases of the Urinary
and Genital Organs, Scrofulous Afflictions, Humors
of all kinds, Sores, Ulcers and Eruptions, Female
Complaints, Ac. An experience of over twenty
years’ extensive practice enables Dr. M to euro all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetable. Advice Fkkk.
Mrs. M.f who is thoroughly voiced in the afflictive
maladies of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board aud experienced

III-

Insurance

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, aud making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well earned
reputation,
famishing •atticieut assurance o! his skill and suc-

(

Fire

Devoting

difficulty,

Physician & Surgeon,

Scotch

me,

Sar’l E. Howa, Jnitiae of the Peace.

100 prs Ladies' Side Lace and Gong. Serge Boots, 50
75
50
Congress Kid Boots,
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
100
to) !
split front Lace Boots,
I can warrant a perfect cure in such eases, aud a
Calf
50
Balmorals, sewed d. a., I *oOP ;
9m
ftill and healthy restoration of thu urinary organs
with and without anklets, I
who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
Persons
50
75
Rubbers—2j. 3. 3J
can do so by writing in a plain manner a
50
Flannel-lined Buskins,
75
description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies w ill
Children'* Boots and Shoes—all prices.
be forwarded immediately.
Men's Rubbers—all sizes,
1 25
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
Men's Calf Boots,tap sole,Plummer Last, 4 25 & 4 50
be returned if dcsind.
Address.
CHARLES F. THRASHER.
DR. J. B. IIUGH 118,
No. 6 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
declS dlw&cod2w
for
circular.
QT*Send Stamp

Dll. JOHN C. MOTT.
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To the Secretary qf the State
qf Maine, Mop. U$,VM.
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Lowe, adinated and doe. None.
claimed and unpaid,

privately,

aud

ner

Comuisrciul Street,

AM

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.

Rc-opcned.
Photograph Galleries, No. 80 Middle street,
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and
supplied wi’h all the latest improvements, are now
open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customers aud all who may givo him a call, with pictures of every description, executed in the beM man-

Till

A\D CORSET IAJMMTRY
IASCY «001»S BEPOT,

14,414 44

traaatt,

Total aaaeta,

portunity

A DIES in want of
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peraonal property,

band in bank,
band, of agent, and In

Otlier*'!investments,

he can be consulted
and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hoars daily, from 8 a. m. to 9 r. m.
Dr. II. addresses those who arc
auiTering under the
affliction of private disease. whether arising trom
Impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warrante in GuakAtrraaixo a Cubic im all Case**, whether of
long

|
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CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

AKUEttSON'S
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Ca,h

Sa. S Temple Street,
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ASSETS.

...

2JW share, Bank Stock*, rained at
Railroad and Uae Stock,,
l'. S. & an Bondi,
Loan, on mortgage of real
estate,
collateral security,

Ornaments

PRIVATE MEDICAL

GAR LOAF (Lehigh), egg and broken sizes;
O.’S (Lehigh), egg
••
HAZLETON (Lehigh), lump
««
JOHNS' egg and stove
**
LOCUST MOUNTAIN, egg aud stove
DI AMOND, egg and sto\e sizes, tree burning:
••
FRANKLIN, Ly hen's Valley
CHESTNUT COAL (Johns’), a nice article; price
39,60 per ton. Also, a superior article of

KATUAK CLEAVES

In conformity eeitk Latet qf Maine.

Capita! Stock, all paid up.$160,000
Surplua oror Capital. 74,001 es

HUGHES

roiTKD AT

Co.,

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.

assortment of

I. B.
CAH ISE
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STATEMENT OF THE

Western Massachusetts Ins.

of Port-

unsurpassed.

Me. 74 Riddle Stmt.

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE,
decll dtf

Sworn to Nov.

Fresh from the mines.

Having a ro<pon«*>!e Agent in Washington, will
procure I’eusions. Bounty, 1‘riio Mouey, aud all
claims agaiust the Government.

Internal Revenue

is

DR.

Richardson
Wharf, Portland,
MAYthe undermentioned
choice varieties coal:

OFFICE-117 Middle Street.
L.D

our

WHKKE

Law,

Central Office

HAHD-XHIT WORSTED GOODS

for pleasure.
It has a line large Dancing Hall and
good Bowling
Alleys. In close proximity to the house is a warm
gud roomy Stable, containing twenty nice stalls.
There is also a well sheltered Shed, 106 feet
long, for
hitching horses
The choicest Suppers will be got up for sleighing
and dancing parties, who will iiud it
greatly to their
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
No effort will be spared for the eutertainment of
declO-dtf

PORTLAND.

Ueneral Agent ter the State of
Kaiao.

Clapp’s Block,

Trimmiugg aud

i» «k.

WARREN SPARROW,

fiOODS for the HOLIDAYS

HOUSE,

IaanrsMe

U*ktT

Uo'fod'stafoi.

To be found in tho State. We have some new and
beautiful designs in
Combs, Thread Collars, Head-Dresses
Travelling Bags,
S?t‘a'
Vella,
Slipper Patterns.
N.B. We have also an extensive lot ol

HOUSE.)

eZun

cTmoiS-ZnJi

onm^-ioners showing that tba uiout of Na »*
^ ***** 1WJ. nearly equalled the cam
ff’ji
"f

where they will find the best assortment of

MILLER,.PROPRIETOR.

be found at

the/in-/,

Country. TV official Retarns of the

.T. F. RAND

Splendid Pleasure Resort!

Forfeiture!

against the ay stem of Life Insurance
The lively prosperity and saeeoaa of
thia Com near
ii shown in
that for the Met three
h
hm. taken the lead of all the Life

provement,. I, now prepared to make pictures tor
30 DA S, st prices that will be an inducement to aU
to sit for their photographs.
A. C. LEWIS,
008 dlwthen eodif
(Late Trask A Lewis.)

Ni'o. 6

to

alerting with anirereal Ihvor, and obvlataa the
only vulid objection w'llch cm possibly bn bm«kt

Vmhrohpes,

respectfully invite (he ladies
WOULD
land and vicinity to call early at

Subject

i>

new

commission, Portland, Me.

niSsK;

laealac

Policies not

E

an

Arm j com.

policy

The new feature in Life Aararaaoo, rooeaUr intro,
7
duced by this Company, of
LIFE

fitted up nice
Photograph Rooms,
HAVING
with
elegant skylight, and all the latest im-

vet*,

Cyrus Sturdivakt,
H. II. Rukgkss,
A. J. Chasm,
W. R. JOHKSOH,

ite

it^ccommo-

AT LEWIS’ HEW GALLERY,
So. 12Narket Bq., over McCoy’s Cheap
Store, and opp. V. S. Hotel.

Association, No. 85 Comucrcial street or
undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
relief of the suffering prisoners.

,h«

Dividends declared
Aaaaalty,
Tho mortality among its mombera has
beta are.
jnirtioiialli, ten than that of any other Lite li..
ranee Company iu America—a
reenlt consequent oa

HOUSE.”

Card Pictures &

doUrnlIuT,tUS
•»»—istsr.

°*
Its llmdi—characterize Its
management
Premiums received quarterly ffwi-aM___
annual!!,. Policie. lamed In all the various k»LS
Whole
,hort term,

.ubacriber taken this method to rotarn hi«
•inoere thanks to his numerous customers
throughout the countjr, who have patronized his
House for a long series ol rears, aud hereby
girei
notice that he will positively close his house tor the
entertainment of traveller! from this date
JOHN SAWYER, Proprietor.
Raymond. Dee. lat, 1968.
dim

TH

l,

tk*‘ a*,

H i. PURELY
MUTUAL, Ike ^
poUcn
holder. Tr~
C* *OW*r*
cen ter/ the entire
,err.lit,
Cr-Spedel care In the .election of Re rlaks-atrfet
ecoiiooiy—and a »efe and Jadieloaa ‘-—-

A Card.

Cumberland Coal,

I),

SEALED

u‘7 *r*o*

Boston,

THE undersigned respectfully informs th«
public that ho has leaded the above House,
on Federal 8trcet,
Portland, and invites
J_
travelling community to call and sue if
he knows "how to keep a hotel." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induce,
ments be bolds out to those whose
business or ideasurecallthcm to the "Forest City."
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19,1362.
dll

“Many articles of Nourishment and Comfort for ttick men are generally needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments
by the Christian
Commission have been already made, and otbersnpplies are about going forward to Itichmond as fkst
as the
necessary means are contributed.
Mouey fortius, scut to Cyrus Sturdivant, Treasurer of the ArmyComraittceof Portland
l'oung Men’s
Christian

OLD l

done with neatness and despatch.

Life-Assurance,

fifty

Victor Furnaces

keptiu
ALL KINDS OF lOB WORK

pleasure of in-

—the “Mutual Benefit’’ System. It has goue
on from that day. steadily
growing iu public favor,
till its policies number about 21,000; its accumulation amounts to over Five Millions, though it has
paid to its members over tiro millions in profits, and
(oases to the amount of more than three millions.
Three years ago. tho Comptroller of N vv York
reported tlifrofnce to be in a better condition than
any other in the country, foreign or domestic, by
more than 100,000 dollars.
Since then it has greatly
prospered, and this year Issues nearly 9000 new policies. The profits are nowt
per cent v early. We
require only one half cash, aud grant policies In any
shape desired—Free Policies, Endowments and Non-

....

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor,
ocl#ly

CAST BE BEAT !

CARD—-J. NEAL.
years ago, I had the
here a new system of

Bay State,

THE VICTOR GAS BURNER !

uccuu

Insurance Com puny.
ANNUAL MEETING.
FB111 K stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComJL paay are
hereby notitied to meet at the office ol
said Company, on Alonday, the 4th day of
January,
16W, at a o'clock I'. M., lor tbe purpose of choosing
seven Directors tor the
ensuing, and the transyear
action of any other busmen which uiav then be leC*Eo. A. W ftlG HT,
gally acted upon.

HOUSE,

and

other
of

anv

orpfaoi

IN NEW ENGLAND.

peculiar

WM. BROWN,
dec2o dl l

A

\ OUXG M AN out of
employment, is desirous
1\. o( securing a situation as Assistant Book-keeper
in a store or manufacturing
company. Can write a
good lia-id, and 1 or a reasonable compensation will
devote his energies to the interest of his
emplbytr.
Best of references can be given by addressing A. B.,
Press office.
dcedOdlw

Poktland, Dec. 24. 1863.

of

MESSER, |
BKNJ. LAURAIIEE. 2i».
Committee on
JAMES H. liAMLEN.
Streets,Sidewalks,
ET>MIND rilINNEY,
I
uud Bridget.

NOTE OF U AN D for the sura of One Hundred
Dollars, dated Dec. 11,1S63, t-igued Andrew D
Muxlicld, payable to the order otT redcrick C. Phinney, of Gorham. Ail partios are cautioued against
negotiating this note, a* payment ha^* been stopped.
1863.

STOVE,

WITH TWO OVENS,

SWEAT &

mil i: Joint Standing Committee on Streets, &c.,
A hat ing been directed by an Order of the City
Council, parsed Doc. 21st iust„ to establish the
grades of tlie Streets around the heater made by
Danforth, Vork and Maple streets, hereby gi\e notice that they will meet at the corner of Vork and
Maple stre- ts, on Thursday, the thirty-first day of
December Inst., at three o'clock P. M., and tlnn’and
there view the premises, and hear all parties interested therein.

some
r,»peet.
equalled,
l#ll rca‘ly two widow* and
sured,
nearly
million*

-18-

object.

,-^k

occupied

<omP*nT °®ti advents gee net excelled
T*HS
A iu
not
bv

The Largest and Best Arranged Hotel

ceived and distributed among the
prisoners In Kichmoud, Invite further contributions to this humane

-ALSO-

Good Location for

Hanover Street

TIIF.

rea-

HACKER,

Ho*
FRANKLIN, Pre.id.ot
PLINY FREEMAN,
Actuary.

ROI-LINS, Proprietor,

THE AMERICA*

Aid to Union Prisoners in Richmond.
United States Christian Commission haring
received letters of acknowledgement that
supplies forwarded through their agents, have been re-

For Sale.

J.

$3,000,000,securely iavreted.
MORRIS

hirst Claps in all its appointments, and one
homo-like houses in New Hue.
harges moderate.
O. C.

Broadway, W.T.

Het Assets over

of the most

HAYES,
A. J. CHASE,
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
W. R. JOHNSON,
H. H. BURGESS.
Army Com. Portland Y. M. C. Association.
®
nor!9 ed3m

A

to

Home Office, Nos. 112at 114

Exchange, ( on arc it unit lime
St*-'»Pl>otUe -Vent < ity Holt, lx,a..
This new and centrally located Hotel is

a

Company

ESTABLISHED 1845.

T. R.

4wood

Apply

Life Insurance

W.G SPUING.
docS-dtjaul

Deo. __
5,1663.

LifeJnsubahci.

ATow "y oris.

Junction of

Charles Domond, Ksq., Boston,
Rev. Bishop E. S. Janes, D. 1)., New York,
Rev. Jam* a Kells, D. D., Brooklyn,
Mitchell M. Miller, Esq., Washington,
John P. Crozer, Esq., Philadelphia,
Jay Cooke, Esq., Philadelphia.
Rev. M. L. R. 1“. Thompson, Cincinnati.
Col.Clinton B. Fisk, St. Louis,
John V. Farweii, Esq,, Chicago.

Tlie Model Cook !

purchased the
Hiram Itri igami
open the >ame to the

INTERNATIONAL HOI SE,

Boston,

prices, to closo up the est3t' of N. Winslow,
EDWARD FOX, Executor,
deceased
decli

good two-story house, barn, and c arriage-house, with lot 68 k 88 ieet, in Back
■I fMliCove Village, near Tukey s Bridge, about
one mile from Portland post oliice—a
pleasant situation.
A Iso one house lot on Monument street, in Portland, on which is an uutiuishod house; and one lot,
about one hundred feet square, on Atlantic street;
will be sold entire, or in two lots. Terms eaav.

—fj,-■
Hlr*tn,

The members of the Commission are—
George 11. Stuart. Esq., Philadelphia.
Bev.Rollin II. Neale, D. D.,

street

and at

|»°»
refurnishing,
■ public January f, 1S04.

tho

Philadelphia.

Fore street, occupied by Alphen?

sonable

dark color, about 16 hands high, 5
to 8 years* old,suitable for cavalry service. Address, with lull description, price, Icc., “C-apt. GEo.
F. HOLMAN, No. 21 School Street, Boston, Mas-.
dcc31 d2w*

81,

prices at

C. W. ROBINSON A CO.’S,
Corner of Congress and Preble Streets.
doclOtf

erty.

Wanted to Purchase.

Dec.

and low

FOR SALE.

Clerk Wanted.
experience in the apothecary busk
Apply at 159 Middle street.

^Gorham,

heavy goods,
great bargains, at
W. ROBINSON A CO.’S
at

House and Lot, No. 2*1 Congress
street,
next east of Stone Church, occupied by 1 r
Heald.
Iffiil
Wooden House aud Lot, in rear of above
with privilege of
nassago-way from Congress street
Hacker estate. No. 216 Congress street,
corner o.
I earl, opposite Uni verbalist Church.
"fick House aud Lot, next east of Hacker
prop1
1

Wooden Honse

that It can reach
of the army with stores
bo

Mutual

The subscriber having

lar^e

Broadcloths,

Extra fine and

»

Jf&tL may bo examined at any time. For particulars call at 166 Middle
street, (up stairs) or N. I
Woodbury, or G. W, Woodbury, or
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Portland, Sept. 16,1863.
oefi tf

that has

ne*#.

GERMAN TRICOTS,

Doeskins,

House xtutl Lain! For Sale.
Ilous No. 179, corner of Cumberland and
KltJ, Elm streets. Lot about 60 by 100 feet, House

fully organized,

INSURANCE.

at
|Mou»t Cutler House,
will

needed.
Tho main object of the Commission is the religious
welfare of the soldiers, but they iind that
they best
succeed in this by first ministering to tho bodily
wants, and then pointing to Christ.
At the present time the Commission are
doing all
in their power to aid our soldiers who are
starving in
tho prisons in Richmond, and for this
purpose need
sums of money.
bunds are much needed to procure
religious read*
ing and such special stores as are not given. We believe all stores entrusted to us will be laithftilly distributed.
For further information,directions and documents
address Hkmiy H. Buaoaes, 80 Commercial street
Portland.
Money may be sent to Cybub Sturdivant, 76
Commercial atroet. Portland, aud stores to any member of the Army Committee.
Where more convenient, stores and
money may be
sent to Georg* H. Stuart,
Eeq., 13 Bank street.

Castor Beavers,

—.w

...

Portland, Dec. 80.

AND FUR BEAVERS,

black, brown, drab,
Ac., Ac., at
U. W. ROBINSON A CO.’S.

_C.

MOUNT CUTLER HOUSE.

aud
and instruction.
Its object is tho spiritual aud temporal welfare of
the soldiers and sailors. It distributes its stores by
means of Christian men, who
go without pay aud
give personally to tlioso who need, accompanying
each distribution by words of religious couusel and
cheer, and by Buch personal attention as may be

ROBINSON A CO.’S,

Exchange Street.

Tor Sale or to Let.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
rooms,large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half milea from Portland, and the
finest situation iu Cape Elizabeth for a wt*
tering place, and summer boarders. For
particulars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
dti
31 Winter 8treet, Portland.
^p7

Help Hie Sick and Wounded.

ISsoldiers in all parts

in

jDIACK

HOTELS.

religions reading

at
W,

MISCELLANEOUS.

now

Ladies’ Cloaks,

_r.

WHOLE NO. 474

THE CHRISTIAN COxMMISSION

gCOTCU VELVETS,
for

NOVICE.

ONE

color, drabs, purples,
Ac., Ac., at

C. W. ROBINSON A CO.’s.

W. »I. STBPllKXSQK.

Tor Rent,
House No. 95 State stiect, having all the

WANTS....LOST.

the original understanding

when he went to Sharpsburgh.had lengthened
to four weeks, and lie now declined a permanent engagement. to Oder his services to ids
native State. The Relief Association continued to furnish reports from the hospital.
The business of tlie Agency was beginning to
be augmented by questions of furloughs,
transportation, discharge.-, back nay, and the

Orcr

dWHdtf

brought him with her to Washington ami
Alexandria. In Alexandria she bought a
rough coffin, and with this the two started on
their melancholy journey, in an open wagon.
At Fairfax, she called upon the surgeon in
charge of the hospital for a detail of eight or
nine men, and got them. The spot was reached. Dry enough in August, it was now a
swamp. The day had been raw and gusty and
a damp snow was
begiuniug to fall, They
began to dig, Mrs. .Sampson standing at tbe
head of the trench holding in her hand a doguerrotype of the lace she sought. The horrors of that pit were unspeakable.
The smell
was i>estilcmial, and from the
bodies as they
turned them over, one after another, arms and
le ads dropped oft, foul and putrid.
At last
they came to a body, carefully wrapped in a
rubber blanket.
Cautiously unrolling it they
lound it still covered from head to foot with
the ordinary military blanket, and on lilting
this lit shroud—there lay the very face of the
miniature blauched white as marble or suow
but perfectly preserved from tbe action of the
elements by its twofold wrappings. Tbe body
was brought to Washington, tenderly laid in
a handsome coffin, (lowers blushing beside tbe
poor, pallid cheeks, and so at last restored to
the eyes that huil wept for it for months!
Poor woman! it was a long letter which told
her gratitude. Page alter page, it ran on, till it
seemed as if she could never sufficiently express her thankfulness.
It is plain to see from these examples, how
various are the offices imposed upon the
Agency in this city, how much of time and
toil may easily be consumed in a single case.
Since the Relief Association assumed the responsibility of attending to these duties, they
have more than doubled. Tbe expenses have
been kept within the limits of the Slate appropriation hitherto, partly by tbe aid of contributions.
TliitwGov. Lowe, of California, a
Maine man by birth, gave the Association
$1U0, last winter; the citizens of Damarscotta
sent on $200, and smaller sums have been received from many towns. Now however, when
the Agent is constantly called to advise on
questions of military law, when his more office
work is enough to occupy his full time, it is
little wonder il, as I am told, the hospital reports are sometimes neglected. There is need
of more help and more means. The Association is still entirely solvent, but for the last
two months the necessary expenses have exceeded the receipts. The State will no doubt
be willing to do all that can be reasonably
asked.] A meeting of tli Association will
soon be called to couisder these circumstances aud wo may then expect a full and satisfactory report ol its present needs.
n. w. it.

Maine lias discharged her whole duty to
the Government hitherto. For nearly three
years she has never lailed nor even (altered,
when called upon for men and ineuus in proportion to her population aud wealth. Her
artillerymen have built and uow guard one of
the argest of the many forts, w hich protect
this capital. Her cavalry ha.-, won praise very
dear to the good people ut home. From the
Potomac to the Gull', her infantry has been
heard from, and always with credit. To the
conscription, when that became necessary,she
had no murmur of dissent to oppose, and now
once more within her broad limits the chief
business of the hour is the re-enforcement of
her thin regiments.
The State will not fail, but there is another
duty she owes her regiments in the Held. She
owes to them, to every soldier in trouble, sick
wounded, or discharged, her protection, assistance, advice, freely and to the extent of her
ability. The .State has not forgotten this duty, but the people of tbe State, many of tbeiu,
do not know wbat provision has been made
for its fulfilment very many do not even realize
its full extent aud imperative uature. Those
who have had occasion to avail themselves of
its services, have learned that the Maine Soldiers’ Relict Association, through the agent of
the Sanitary Commission in your city,Mr. Geo.
K. (Davis, oilers them facilities lor safely
sending a box or a parcel to friends in the army. Even they do not always know that tlie,
box is received and stored at the Agency of
tlie Association in this city, aud finally sent
forward aud delivered by a special messenger,
Mr. C. C. Ilayes, appointed lor that purpose
by tlie Governor and Council. The CampHospitals itelief Association, with its ellicient
orgauiz.ation at home and its faithful nurses,
Mrs. Mayhew, Mrs Eaton aud (until recently)
Mrs. Fogg, iu the flelJ, completes the circuit
through which the currents of lieuevolence
flow and return in assistance to our soldiers
and intelligence to their friends.
The Maiuc soldiers Itelief Association was
organized iu June, 1802. For a year the war
had rolled on its desolating way, aud this necessity was one of many which had become
too obvious to be overlooked. The Hrst meeting was held at the rooms of Mr. Pike, then as
uow Kepreseutative of the 5th Dis. Maine. Vice
President Uaniliu, our entire Congressional
delegation, and most of tlie Maine men there
inWashington, were present about lllly in all.
(senator Fessenden was in the chair.
A second and tliird mectiug followed rapidly. The
organization of the Association was completed. A subscription of some four hundred
dollars was made up by tlie original members.
A committee was appointed to visit each of
the hospitals within and around Washington,
and Georgetown and Alexandria. Each member of the committee took charge of one or
more hospitals, and agreed to report the number, names, condition and wants of all Maiue
soldiers therein, with allchanges by furlough,
transfers, or death, from week to week. These
reports were consolidated monthly aud returned to the Governor of the State.
Regular
meetings of tlie Association were held every
fortnight, and an executive committee was intrusted with its management in tlie interim.
In October, 1862, Col. J. W. Hathaway, of
tlie Governor's staff, was sent to Washington,
and a military agency was formally opened in
the name of the State, at No. 273 F street,
near Thirteenth.
Mr. Leonard Wntsor, of
Farmiugtou, who had been at (iharpsburgh
since tbe battle of the Antietam, joined Col.
Hathaway as an assistant. Mr. Watson's ten
days in tlie employ of the Sanitary Commis-

Apply

l.s. HATCH.

man

C., Dec. 29,1803.

No. 90 Commercial St.

IJIOUR

to

isolators.

1 dtf

JANUARY 4, 1864.

MORNING,

BEAVERS

To Let.
OFFICES, singlo or in suites, over Stores
Nos. 152 and 154 Exchange street, opposite the
International House. Apply on the premises to

chance she went back to AnnopolU for her

COMMUNICATIONS,

MONDAY

FOR SALE & TO LET.

mail, he made no disturbance, wasted uo—
words in applications to overbusied olliccrs,
who might or more probably would not attend to his story, but addressed Ills
complaint
directly to the Slate Agent. Owing to the difficulty of communicating with bis former
commander, and in part also to some unforeseen technical objection to his
discharge, it
was a month before he was released.
Without tiie prompt assistance of the
Agent howit
ever,
might have been a twelvemonth.
Another illustration of the kind of services
sometimes rendered by tiie Agents of the Association, will be found in ail incident which
occmvd last springa sergeant in the 3d Maine
was killed at Chantilly, 2Pth ordOlli
Aug. 1S02.
lie had been married not long before, and his
wile had set her heart upon the recovery of
his body.
For a time it was impossible to
learn where be was buried, and then the w inter had set in. in March his brother came to
Washington, and after several fruitless attempts to get a pass for himself ami leave of
absence for one of tiie
burying party, then at
Aqula Creek, returned discouraged. As a
last resort, the widow addressed an
imploring
letter to her former schoolmate, Mrs. Sampson.
It seemed a desperate undertaking, but the
appeal was irresistible. Learning that another of tiie burying party was at
Annapolis,
Mrs. .Sampson made haste thither to see and
ascertain that lie realy kucw where the bodylay. Thence she returned to Baltimore, saw
Ceil. Nehenck, would take no refusal and linully got four days leave for the man.
After coming to Washington and obtaining
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MAINE

Monday Morning, January 4, 1803.
The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than that of any other daily In the city.
Tbb«s,—66.00 a year if paid within three months
from the date of subscription, or 47.00 at the end of
the year.

The Catholic Church and the Slavery
Question.
Those who think because Bishop Hughes,

Pilot, Thos. D’Arcy McGee and
give but a feeble support to tiniversal freedom, that the whole Catholic Church
leans iu favor of slavery, were never mote
the Boston

John Mitchell

v

mistaken in
that Dr.

lives.

their

Brownson,

We

for his

aware

are

unflinching

and

unconditional support of the administration
and of Emancipation, lias fallen into disfavor with a portion of the Catholics, who
have withdrawn support from his able Revicw)
and that henceforth lie will

drop out its theological aud ecclesiastical elements, aud make
it an organ of loyalty aud freedom, but even
such a fact does not justify too sweeping a
judgment against the church of which he is a
distinguished member. The Irish Catholics,
unfortunately—unaccountably, we might say
wedded to the worst form of modern
Democracy, aud instead of sympathizing with
the cause of the oppressed as the great O’Con—seem

nell exhorted them to do, they

all too

seem

to espouse the cause of despotism, and
to lend their strength to those who are doing

ready

the most to dishonor free labor and to

degrade

the free laborer. There arc, perhaps, reasons
for tills, which will be dispelled by the progress oflight and the diffusion of knowledge
among the class of our foreign population referred to. The German Catholics, on the contrary, almost to a nun, are on the side ol freedom, and the sworn enemies of all kinds of
despotism.
It U refreshing to tarn from such journals
as the Boston Pilot and the Catholic organ in
New York, to the Catholic Telegraph, pub-

Cincinnati, which, recognized as the
organ of Archbishop Purcell, makes the following remarks as to the necessity of completely emancipating the Government and
Union from the influence of slavery. That
such sentiments should be avowed by the
lished at

ablest and most influential organ of the Catholic Church in this country is not the least
significant of the many signs of the times.

“People say that the war is drawing to a
close; that a cessation of hostilities is to be
asked for, Ac. We hope it may be so; but we
hope, too, that those who will have the interests of the North in their keeping, will insist
on the total abolition of stacery. if this be
not done, what will we have gained by the
war? Allow slavery to raise its head again,
and our efforts wilt have been in vaiu; destroy
tl, root anil branch, without mercy, without
hesitation; destroy it with erery demonstra-

tion of horror for its memory, and we will
hare yuinel much by the war. The unity of
the nation will be preserved, peace will lie on
as sure a basis as aught in this world can be,
aud oilier nations will not mock us when they
point at our battle fields, and say the men of
the North died in vain. We must have some
compensation for the blood and treasure which
we have been forced to spend.”

Tlie New York Evening Post, after copying
the above extract, well says, “it is the peculiar
glory and distinction of the Catholic Churchi
that, from the earliest periods of her history
she has been inflexibly opposed to the enslavement of men. We might fill columns with extracts from the writings of the Fathers, and
even from the bulls of the Popes, condemnatory of the practice as inhuman, injurious aud
siuful; and we are glad to see that the Western Catholics are determined to adhere to
these uniform and solemn teachings of their

spiritual

mother.”

‘•Now is the Day.”
Those who have any idea of enlisting in
the Federal army to aid in putting down this
rebellion and in placing our government upon
a basis more secure and inmovable than it has
ever

before

occupied,

should do so to

day.

To-morrow is the day designated for
draft.

•

It may,

probably will,

be

the

postponed

a

few days, and possibly, in this State, may not
be resorted to. If we have 4000 volunteers
besides those already connected with the
army, there may be re-enlistments of those
already in the ranks sufficient to make up the
quota of the State without being obliged to
resort to a draft. We think such will lie the
case.

But the inducements to enlist

to-day aie
greater than they will be again. Congress has
passed an act stopping the payment of high
bounties after the 5th inst., so that those who
eulist hereafter will receive only the regu’ar
government bouuty of *100. Then again the
signs of the times unmistakably indicate a
speedy closing up of the war. Tlie most desponding are looking more hopeful, all are
feeling that the reliellion must yield, and that
very soon, to the righteous demands of a
government tlie humanity and forbearance of
Which lias elicited the admiratiou

of

the

world.

Tliose who enter the army

now

get

a

large

reward in dollars and cents. They will also
have tlie satisfaction of knowing that
they
have contributed something toward closing
up the rebellion for which they will be entitled
to the grateful remembrance of a nation redeemed from tlie curse of slavery that has
been a heavy weight hanging about its neck
,

and constantly threatening its existence.
us

uttvc

u

to

say

ueiore

io-morrow

night tliatour quota is full,or so provided for
by our brave veterans in the field, that the
Provost Marshal will not Ire obliged to call
Into requisition the “wheel of fortune.”
liemember those who go forth now to fight the
battles of their country, will, if faithful and
fortunate, soon return to their homes with
laurels upon their brows, to be received with
demonstrations of rejoicing and approval by
the loyal men aud women of a government
saved by their devotion and bravery.
From the 7lh

Maine—Ke-enlixting.

C'AMf 7th Me. Vols., Dec. 28, 1863.
To the Ieditor of the Press:
It must be gratify ing intelligence to the
country to know that the old soldiers of the

Army

of the Potomac are

re-enlisting

in

large

In the 7th Maine already more
than three-fourths of those who can re-enlist
numbers.

existing orders, have already done so.
The men generally express the determination
to see the war through,that they enlisted with
that expectation, and are now more than ever

under

determined to aid in the final overthrow of
the rebellion.
A detachment of veteran volunteers will
leave the regiment on Thursday, Dec, 31,1803,
and arrive in Maine the following Saturday.

They go on furloughs of thirty-five days.
They will be accompanied by several (Dicers
of the regimeut.
Index.
KT*Col. Charles I). Gilmore, of the 20th
Maine Regiment, has been detailed as a member of the Court Martial now being held at
Washington.

ORIGINAL

Roster ot 29th Regiment Infantry, Maine
Veteran Volunteers.

THE DAILY PRESS.

Colonel, George L. Beni, Norway, formerly
Colonel of 10th Regt.
Lieut. Col., Charles S. Emerson, Auburn,
formerly Mnjor of the 10th Regt.
Major, William Knowlton, Lewiston, formerly Captain in the 10th Regt.
Adjutant, John M. Gould, Portland, formerly 1st Lieut, iu the 10th Regt.
Quartermaster, Charles Thompson, Norway, formerly Quartermaster in the 10th Regt.
Surgeon, Josiah F. Day, Jr., Portland, formerly Surgeon iu the loth Regt.
Asst. Surgeon, Horatio Howard, formerly
Asst. Surgeon in the 10th Regt., now Asst.
Surgeon Field Battalion.
Chaplain, George Knox, Westbrook, formerly Chaplain 10th Regt.
NON-COMMISSIONED STAFF.

Sergeant Major, Alphcus L. Greene, Port-

land, formerly ol 10th Regt.
Q. M. Sergeant, Cornelius D. Maynard,
Portland, formerly of 44th Mass. Regt.
Commissary Sergeant, Charles H. Pettingill, Lewiston, (29th) citizen.
Hospital Steward, Lawson C. Allen, Andover, (29th) citizen.
Captain, John G.
Co-4, (in the Held).
Adams, Saco, transferred from 10th Regt.; 1st
Lieut., Edwin W. Fowler, Saco, transferred
from 10th Regt.; 2d Lieut., Charles E. Pierce>
Saco, transferred from 10th Regt.
Co. B.—Captain, Benjamin M. Rcdlon, Portland, formerly of 10th Regt.: 1st Lieut. Samuel E. Hunt, Thorndike, formerly of the 20th
Regt.; 2d Lieut., vacancy. (Company iu the
—

field I.

Co. C.—Captain, William P. Jordan, Portland, formerly of 10th Rcg't; 1st Lieut., Vacancy; 2d, Lieut,, Chns. B. Fillebrowu, Winthrop, formerly of the 24th Reg’t.
Co. T), (in the field).—Captain, John D.
Beardsley, Fort Kent, transferied from 10th
lteg't; 1st Lieut., Chas. F. King, Portland,
transferred from 10th Reg’t; 2d Lieut., Chas.
H. Haskell, Pownal, transferred from 10th

Reg’t.
Captain, John M. Beal, Portlaud,
Regiment.
formerly
Co. F.—Captain, Alfred L. Turner,' Portlaud, formerly of the 10th regiment; 1st Lieutenant, Abel G. Rankin, Lewiston, formerly of
the 10th regiment; 2d Lieutenant, Leri W.
Harmon, Lewiston, (29th) citizen.
Co. G.—Captain, William W. Whitmarsh>
Norway, formerly of 10th Reg’t; Lieut., Henry R. Millctt,Norway, formerly of 10th Reg’t;
2d Lieut, Sylvester W. Cummings, formerly
of 39th Indiana lteg't,
Co. II.—Captain, Granville Blake, Auburn,
formerly of 10th Reg’t; 1st Lieut., George B.
Coburn. Lewiston, formerly of 10th Reg’t; 2d
Lieut., Hartwell S. French, Turner, formerly
of 23d Reg’t.
Co. L—Captain, Almon C. Pray, Auburn
formerly of 23d lteg't; 1st Lieut., John O.
Kidder, Mexico, formerly of 23d Reg’t; 2d
Lieut, John L. Hoyt, East Livermore, forme! ly of 10th Reg't
Co. K.—Captain, George H. Nye, Lewiston,
formerly of 10th Reg't; 1st Lieut., Albert E.
Kingsley, formerly of 10th lteg't; 2d Lieut.
Win. Baynail, Lewiston, iormerly of 10th
Co. K.

—

of 11th

Reg’t__
New

volunteers in this district.

boast of

a

finer

skating park

than any northern city in the States.
Hotel keepers are reaping a rich harvest
If your Augusta correspondent paid bills at
the Hotels in this city for a few days, he

would be contented with those of Augusta
The contrabands on Fort Sullivan, stand
the cold weather first rate, but they miss their
holidays. Is there any Christmas North they
ask.

Pay

bounty

in

Greenbacks,

says the
volunteer. The fanner with his load of produce
us our

The mechanic who is at work
requires
on the Government work, grasp them
eagerly
them.

and pul them by for a rainy day. To no one
are we more indebted for our success in this
civil war, than to Salmon P. Chase, Sec’ry of

Treasury. His tact and energy has kept the
credit of the country in the days of peril, on
stable footing. The axiom, “Money makes
the

the marc

go,”

is

equally applicable

All the influence

bear

on

that

to the war.

be

brought to
Legislature, in the
State, to repeal the bank
can

the members of

western part of your
tax has been made, but the Alfred Bank operation has raised a distrust that cannot be

easily

removed.

The report of the Bank Com-

mission is looked for

anxiously.

Work lias been suspended
tution until

spring,

with the

on

Fort Consti-

exception

of

a

show to keep the bosses employed. Recent
examinations of some of the foundation leads
to the

belief, that

the frost will have such an
effect on it that it will hare to bo rebuilt.

Indications are, that the Democrats will
adopt somewhat different resolutions at their
State Convention than those of last year,
which will in a measure be followed

by

other

States.
The delegates to the Natioual Democratic
Convention elected from this State, propose
as a candidate for President, some other than
a

military

man.

Abei..

Pen-Portrait of President Lincoln.
Kev. Henry Fowler thus speaks of the man
Who llils the Executive chair of this nation:
Such a man as was Samuel among the Jews,
such a man as was Athanasius among the early Christians, such a man is Abraham Lincoln
in this day. The explanation for his every
act is this—he executes the will of the
people;
he represents a controlling majority; if he is
slow it is because the people are slow; if be
ha^ done a foolisii act it was the stupidity of
the people which impelled it. Ills wisdom
consists in carrying out the good sense of the
nation. His growth in political knowledge,
his steady movement toward emancipation,
are but the growth and movement of the national iniud. Indeed, in character and culture he is a fair representative of the average
His awkward speech and yet
American.
more awkward silence, his uncouth
manners,
his grammar, self-taught and partly forgotten,
his style miscellaneous, concreted from the
best authors, like a reading book, and yet oftentimes of .Saxon force and clussic purity;
bis argument, bis logic ajoke; both unseasonable at times and irresistible always; his questions answers, and bis answers questions; his
guesses prophecies, and fulfillment ever beyond his promise; honest yet shrewd; simple

yet reiisceut; heavy and yet energetic;

BY TELEGRAPH

Z ff^Ou the first page—'i'lic State of Maine
ami her soldiers.

sage—Miscellany.
SrOr.N. A. True of Bethel, is to write a
series of articles for the Lewiston .Journal, on
the “Indians of the Androscoggin.”
EryThe steamer Rockland, formerly running between Rocklaud and Machias has been
sold recently to a firm in Philadelphia.
Alfred Williams, of Gardiner, has lost
three children by croup and diptheria, within
a fortnight, os we learn from the Journal.
UyAlden Rice, Esq., has been appointed
Postmaster at West Eartniugdalc, vice S. T.
Cannon, resigned.
jy Elder Jabez Swan, the well known revivalist, the Hartford Post says, has become
deranged.
jgP”The Liberator says George Thompson,
Esq., expects to leave Liverpool in the Cu-

never

despairing and never sanguine; careless in
forms, conscientious in essentials; never sacrificing a good servant once trusted; never deserting a good principle once adopted; not
afraid of new ideas, nor despising old ones;
improving opportunities to confess mistakes,
ready to learn, getting at facts, doing nothing
when lie knows not what to do; hesitating at
nothin" when he sees the right; lacking the
recognized qualifications of a party leader,
and leading his party as no other man can;
sustaining his political enemies in Missouri to
their defeat, sustaining ids political friends in
Maryland to their victory; conservative in bis
sympathies and radical in his acts, Hocratic in
ids style and Baconian in his method; his religion consisting in truthfulness, temperance,
asking good people to pray for him, and publicly acknowledging in events tbe band of

Hod, yet be stands before you as the type of
“Brother Jonathan/' a not perfect man, and
yet more precious than flue gold,

EVENINV

nard Steamer for Boston

on

the 9th of Janua-

and, consequently to arrive the 22d.
£#“The Gardiner Band, one of the best in

ry,

the state, have sold their instruments to the
2d Maine Cavalry, and will probably give up
their organization.

jy The Xo. Carolina Times heartily endorses the President’s Amnesty Proclamation
and advises the people of that state to accept
it.

sr- The Commissioner of Tensions lias
nominated Dr. John Benson of Newport and
Dr. John W. Cook of Foxcroft, Examining
Surgeons.
Cy The Great Eastern is to be disposed of
by lottery The man who draws it and the
man who drew (he elephaul is thought will
go into partnerships.
Jry Chaplain Jackson of the Armory
Square Hospital, Washington, has been presented by sick and wounded officers with an
American chronometer watch and a gold chain,
valued at $200.

£y Among the examining sergeons; recently appointed by the commissioners of Pensions
are Dr. George Jewett of Fitchburg, Mass.;
Dr. John Benton of Newport, Me., and Dr.
John W. Cook, of Foxcroft Maine.
8TMr. A. J. Woodman recently commissioned in the 2d Maine Cavalry, was presented with a silver mounted revolver by his fellow workmen, on leaving the Cloth ltoom of
the York Co., Saco, in which he was employed.
tywe learn from the Gardiuer Journal
that Dr. Hildreth, Surgeon of the 3d Maine,
is at home on a short visit.
health of his

He reports the

regiment excellent,

and says it
has been recruited so as to be one of the lar-

gest regiments in the Division. It
briug into the field over 500 men.

can

now

jyThe Portsmouth Chronicle says the
side-wheel steamer Agawatu, receutly built at
Portland, was undocked on Friday, at the
Portsmouth Navy Yard, and after receiving
her stores and armament, she will proceed to
sea.
She is quite a trim looking craft, but received severe straining in her pursuit of the
Chesapeake.
srywe arc happy to learn, as wc do from
the Biddeford Journal, that the prospect of

first taken sick.

East

Saturday his physicians pronounced his recovery scarcely possible, but since then be has improved somewhat aud they begin to have hopes of him.
HTT he Kockland Free Press says a two
and a half story frame building, at Owls,
Head, South Thomaslon, occupied by Jasper
N. Thompson, for store, dwelling and dancing
hall, was totally destroyed by lire ou Friday
morning, December 18th at about one o'clock.
Building valued at $1,200, stock of Goods valued at about $1,200.
cry Mr. Dill, who has just gone to Washington, to look after the Maine sick aud wounded soldiers, found 21 Maine men in Armory
Square Hospital, Washington, including four
ollicers, viz; I.t. Col. Harris of 0th Me. very
low; and Lieuts, Horace Jacobs, 8. J. Moultou
and H. Chamberlin, all of the Olli Maine., and
convalescent.

Of the 21 men, 11 were wounded at Rappahannock Station Nov. 7th.

ETAt the obsequies of the late Dr. Tappan at Augusta, Rev. David Thurston, ol
Litchfield, now nearly 85 years old, gave
tome personal recollections of his deceased

brother,

with whom he had been associated

in all the relations of ministerial.life for nearly fifty-two years, and in a manner so touching as to briug tears to many eyes.

While the audience

was assembling at
Thursday evening
says the Journal to hear Mr. Phillips' lecture,
an aged gentleman sitting in the balcony at
the right side of the platform was observed
to lay his head back aud gasp once or twice as
if for breath. It was supposed to be a fainting
fit, bnt on being removed by some gentlemen

the

Temple in Boston

near

him, he

was

on

found to be dead.

He was

subsequently ascertained to be Captain John
T. Jordan, an old sea captain aged 75 years.
QyOne of the most important measures
connected with the present war, is that en-

Adj’tGen. Thomas, of giving supporting employment to the thousands of netrusted to
<rrru>K

who

ithnnilnmwl Itv thoir

mqiinru

an.l

cast adrift upon the

world, without the first
thing except scanty supply of rags to commence life with.
The project is in good
hands aud we have no doubt the opening of
another summer will Hud them all profitably
employed.
sar Fairs for the Sanitary Commission
seem to be among the most
popular movements of the duy. Chicago led off, with proceeds amounting to a hundred thousand or
nearly; Bostou followed suit, resulting in n
hundred and fifty thousand; Cincinnati is now
following with a purpose to touch the three
hundred thousand figure, aud New York,
probably intending to out-do all others, is to
open on the 22d of February and hold till
March 4th. She ought to return a half mila

lion.

53-The Boston Journal says, James W.
Cole, John W. Perry and William Mitchell of
Harrington this State were arraigned before
the Police Court in Boston on Thursday last,
charged with the murder ol John Hawthorn
the circumstances of which have already been
stated.
They waived an examlmatlon and
were severally fully committed to jail to await
the actiou of the Grand Jury in the matter.
They were seamen on board the schooner
Tyrone of Harrington. After learning the
death of Mr. Hawthorn they delivered themselves up to the officers.

"Sy" The Memphis Evening Bulletin of the
17th inst. says that movements for reconstruction in accordance with the President’s lute
proclamation will be commenced at once. The
proclamation says that whenever, in any
Stute in a condition of insurrection, a number
of persons numbering not less than one-tenth
of the number of votes cast at the Presidential
election of 1800, having taken the prescribed
oath aud being qualified voters at the time of
secession, shall re-establish a State government, such government shall be recogni/.ed us
the true government of the State. In 1800
the population of Tennessee was 1,108,800, ami
the total vote for President that year in the
State 145,983. Hence 14,538 of these voters
have it in their power to “reconstruct” the
State of Tennessee.

—-
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Front

There

are

PAPERS.

•

A Rebel Love Letter.
with much that Is

Along
rending,

-to can-

On the fourth

was

fifty thousand
dollars have been retained by the speculations
in while men, in furnishing substitutes and
can

SELECTED.

the recovery of Hon. Lcouard Andrews is
now mure favorable than at any time since he

Hampshire Correspondence.
Portsmouth, Jan. 1st, lbC4

7V> the Editor of the Prtu;
It is estimated that more than

This city

AND

•►

Wash tnffton.

Washington, Jan. 1.
indications that the rebel General

Early contemplates a movement or raid
ard Winchester, and perhaps beyond

towthat

town.
An order has been issued from the Army of
the I’otomac prohibiting all newspaper correspondents connected therewith from publishing, or causing to lie published, the number or designation of regiments re-enlisting
in the army, or leaving the same, the number
of re-enlistments or the number of men fur-

loughed.

An order from Provost Marshal General
Patrick requires a corrected enrollment to be
made of all civilians or army followers, excepting actual residents within the line of the
different corps.
This is designed to reach
those who have sought refuge in the army to
avoid the draft.
A number of colored men, belonging to this
District,on their way to New York, to be
used as substitutes there, were taken olf the
steamer Baltimore at Georgetown yesterday
by one of the detectives.

Washington,

Jan 2.
Years ago had
any colored man presented himself at the
Wiiite House at the President's Levee, seeking an introduction to the Chief Magistrate
of the nation, ho would in all probability have
been roughly handled for his impudence.—
Yesterday four men of genteel cxierior, with
the manners of gentlemen, joined in the
throng that crowded the Executive Mansion,
and were presented to the President of the
United States.

To-days Chronicle says:

SAILING OB* OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

painful ami

heart-

North Carolina colored regiment, being a gift
of the ladies of Washingtmi, N. C.

to the straitened circumstances
The following letter is vouched for

Hibernian.Liverpool.Portland

some

of want.
as

genuine

and will hereafter grace the pages of some
seeker after the comic aspect of the present

There is evidently still work for
the schoolmaster in Alabama.

struggle.

In ont Kami* on bone Kbkkk.
“Mi deer Sely Speers 1 talk mi pen in ban tu
let you know that our boys are all wel I hav’
bin sick with the dyarear, an’
hope yew an’
yore inuther air enjoyin’ the same blessin.’
Bill Shorter got a letter frutn unklc Jabis, an’
he sed that yew was goin’ tu git marrid tu
that glide fur nothin’ whisky drinkin' Sam
Barber.
Now Sely, I hoap that air aint also,
fur yew no an’ 1 no that we hav. loved twogether wonst, an’ when yew toalil me to jine
the rebel kaws yew wud luv no bodily els.
That tbar aint far; I've dun moar fur mi kuntry nor Sam Barber an’ ef yew bekutn the
wyfe of Sam lie marry Muse Hawkins, an’
then—that's wots the matter, rite tu me an’
tel me if this is true. Our forses will be doun
yore way sunc, an’ I wil kail an’ sea yore
inuther, till then farwel. Aib Grimes lit this
letter fur me: he’s a brek.
“Yores till the war is over.”
Asa Hknthobk.’

[^“During the past year the number of
emigrants Irom Ireland to New York was 92,
681; from Germany, 38,236; from England
18,252; fjom Scotland, 1944. Total: 155,223.
In 1862 tho total number was 76,206, showing
an increase
during the past twelve months of
78,917.
Bar sons'

Cough Candy is

a

Exploit of

Xryro
New Haven, Jan. 2.
Samuel Bowers, of New Y'ork, a volunteer
at the camps in Graploiuc Point, attempted to
desert on Friday night by running the guard.
A colored man named Ciesar Ball, of the 29th
Connecticut regiment volunteers, on guard
at the time, ordered the deserter to halt,
Hall
when Bowers threw snuff in his eyes.
pursued and bayoneted him (Bowers) badly
through the arm, broke his guu over his head
and brought him back. Bowers will probably
Hall was this morniug promoted to
recover.
be a corporal.
Soldier.

a

Varions Items.

New York, Jan. 2.
not dead but very

Archbishop Hughes is

low.

The Police Commissioners refuse to be removed, and announce their determination to
retain their positions against the governors
edict of removal.
The affair will either go
before the courts, or be decided by the State
Senate which meets in a few days.

An Eve to Business.—A legal friend in
the West sends the following:
Several years
ago 1 was practising law in one of the many
beautiful
towns of Wisconsin. One very-

day, while seated in my office at work,
1 was interrupted by t lie entrance of a boy
the sou of one of my clients, who had walked
into town six miles, in a blazing sun, for the
purpose of procuring a bible. He had been
told, he said, that there was a place there
where they gave them away to people who
warm

had no money, and he was v« y anxious to
get one of the good books, aud asked me to
go with him to the place where they were
kept. Anxious to encourage him in his early
piety, left the brief on which 1 was engaged
and went over with him to the stand of an old
Presbyterian deacon who had the much coveted books in charge.
I introduced him to
the deacon, telling him the circumstances.
He praised the boy very highly ; was delighted to see a young man so early seeking alter
the truth, etc., and presented him w ith the
best bound bible in his collection. Bubby put
it into his pocket, and was starting off when
the deacon said: ‘-Now my son, that you possess what you so much desired, I
suppose
that you feel perfectly happy?” “Well,! do,
old boss, for (between you and I, I know
where I can trade it lor a most plaguey good

fiddle

d2m.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Brown’s Bronchial Troches.
These Lozenges arc
prepared from a highly

es-

teemed

recipe lor alleviatiug Bronchial A factions,
Asthma, Hoarseness, Coughs, Colds, aud Irritation

Soreness of the Throat.
PUBLIC SPEAKERS AND VOCALISTS
Will find them beneficial in clearing the voice before
speaking or t-iuging, and relieving the throat after
any uuusual exertion of the vocal organs, having a
peculiar adaptation to affections which disturb the
organs of
Sold by all Druggists aud Dealers in Medicine in
the United States aud most foreign countries, at 25
cents per box.
jani dim
or

speech.

Oandy

(retail* only
package, (forth* cure of Bronchitic, Hoarteuti, Coughs, Colds, and Iritation ol
the Throat. Iking wholly free from all disagreeable
taste, It is peculiarly adapted to the above diseases in
Children as well as adults. Prepared by Short A
Watkkmourk, Apothecaries, corner of Free and
Middle streets, Portland, Me. The highest testimonials can be given of the superior qualities of this excellent Cough Remedy, For sale by all Druggists.
12 ott per

Portland, Oct. 27.1868.

Smed&weow

To Coniumptivita. —The

E. A. Wilson’s
Remedy for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis,
Coughs, Colds, and all Throat and Luug Affections,
together with a pamphlet giviag the proscription and
a short history of his case, can be obtainod of
H. II. IIAY, Druggist,
Junction of Middle aud Free sts., Portland.
janl dAw2m
Rev.

the

capture

of the

Chesapeake:

The Patent Relic Monte Skirt.
full assortment of this new style Skirt, at Anderson's Hoop Skirt aud Corset Depot, under
Mechanics’ Hall.
declli d8m
A

chandise

exported was $17,1100,200. The value
of the imports is given in gold, while the value of the exports is stated in paper, requiring
a reduction of about one-third to bring them
to correspond in value with the imports.
Of
specie and bullion we imported $6,565,648, and
exported $04,150,010.
A Cabo.—The

undersigned gratefully acknowledges a gcnerons gift, from members of
his congregation, as a N'Ktv Tear’s OFeeui.nq
most timely and acceptable. Coming from
willing hearts and hands, that have promptly
met previous engagements, and but recently
contributed liberally, through the Christian
and Sanitary Commissions, for our suffering
soldiers, such a free-will offering may well inspire the wish tiiat all of them may enjoy
Cvbil Peabi..
South Freeport, Jan. 1, ISO4.

A IIappy New Year.

rtf" Tiie Advertiser is troubled about the
Union Leagues, and the suggestion of some
ardent friend of those

organizations, that there
“
to force
already enough organized
tiie
full abolition, negro programme
through
auy way.” So, then, says onr neighbor, if this
be true, the independence of the government,
Woeful consideration,
Ac., are as nothing.
isn’t it ? The thing should be stopped. What
right have a majority of the people to agree to
are

support any measure!
rr* The Argus and Advertiser devoted
about two inches of space to tiie great Emancipation Jubilee which came off in this city
on the 1st hist.
The Advertiser was decent
in the spirit of Its notice; the Argus in this
The emancipation of
respect was Infamous.
three or four millions of human beings affords
that paper only occasion for
ribaldry, aud a low, inhuman

an

exhibition of

fling. We do
epitaph which coming generations will deeply engrave upon
not

envy its managers the

their tombstones.

£tf"The Company for the 2nd regiment
Cavalry from York County is designated by
the letter L, and its commissioned officers are
as follows: Samuel II. Libby,Limerick, Capt;
Andrew J. Woodman, Saco, 1st
H. Moody, Kennebtmk, 2nd do,

Lieut.;

Win.

York

Southampton
Liverpool.New

\>et%l

....

Dec

Scotia.Liverpool.New York_Jan
Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Jan
America.Liverpool.Portland_Jan

2
9
7
4
6
d
6
7
9

....

Kangaroo.New

York.. Liverpool.Ian
City of Manchester New York.. Liverpool.)au
North American. .Portland_Liverpool.Jan 0
Germania.New York Hamburg.Ian 9
Columbia.Now 3 ork Ilavai a
.Jan Id
Bohemian..Portland
Liverpool.lau Id
Adriatic.New York Galway. Jan 12
Persia..—New York. Liverpool.Ian 13
Now York.New York H-emen. J*n Id
City of Baltimore .New York Liverpool.Ian Id
Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Jau 20
..

...

...

*

■

p

4.

Sunrises.7.30 | High water,(p m).... d20
8un seta.4 42 | length of days
9.12
Thermometer.3 o'clock A. M 14 deg.
....

MARINE
POUT

OF

NEWS.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal. Prince. Boston.
Arig Amos 31 Roberts, Doak. Key West.
Sch Ambrose G Gott, Gott, ireuiout.
SAILED, 4.30 P M, steamship Jura.

DISCOVERY.—Anadbesivepreparation

that will STICK
Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficient
y strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Croaker/
Toys, and all articles of household use.

Belt Makers,

•

aud Shoe

Makers,
anufacturers aud Machinists,
5oot
And
Families,

wiHfind it invaluable! It willeffectuallrstoptk
leakage of Coal Oil.
It is insoluble iu water or oil.
It is a liquid, and as easily applied as pasta.
It will adhere oily substanoes.
It is
HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers.

Proprietors,

Providence, B. I.
Supplied

in packagesfrom 2

o%. to lOOfbt., by
CUAS. RICHARDSON A CO.,
61 Broad Street, Boston,
Sole Agents for New England.
W. F. PHILLIPS, Agent for Portland.

febl7dly
Caps Elizabeth, July 1, 1668.
my connection with the State Reform School, a? a teacher, L. F. Atwood’s Bitters
were introduced there and used with marked success,
particularly in Bilious affections.
A P. HILLMAN.
Yours, Ac.,

Sir;—During

by respectable

ally.

—

Allen.

II & A

Steamer Potomac, Sherwood, New York—Emery
k Fox.
Bark Desiali,(new, of Searsport) Gilkey, Havana—
NO Cram.
Bark Orchilla, Havener, Matauzas—II 1 Robinson
Brig Manzoni. ( arlon, Port Spain, Triuidud —H
Trowbridge k Son.
Brig Martha Washington, Leland, Miragoaue—U
8 Hunt.
Brig O C Clary, Parker, Sagua— John D Lord.
Brig Abby Watson, Allen, Washiugtou —James
Libby k Son.
Son Ira Saft’crnier, Coleman, New York—Orlando

Nickerson.
Sch Owen Hoarse, Bearsc, Now York
Orlando
Nickerson.
^
Sch Eliza Ellen, Noycs^Joston—R G York k Son.
—

t__4

ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Brig Stella, Goodiug, Matanzas via Holmes' Hole,

in ballast.

Ship Roanoke sailed from Bassein March 24th for
Falmouth, Kng, and has not since been heard from.
The R registered 99* tons, rated Al, was built at Bath
in 1858, where she was owned.
A superior double-decked bark of about 400 tons,
cailod the "Florence rotors,” was launched from the
yard of Couuors k White, at Sullitan, on the 25th
ult. She is owned by parties iu New York and
Capt
Watson Hooper, of Gardiner, who will command
her. The F P is intended for the general freighting
busiues* and will load at Sullivan with shooks for
Cuba, mid thence to New York.

DISASTERS.
Capt Simpson, of Br bark Mercutio. at this port
from Boston, reports—Dec 3.‘, 12 M, Marblehead bearJug N W 12 miles, passed the stern of a brig of about
350 tons, with a house on deck paiuted green, aud
black bulwarks. The vossel had apparoutly broken
in two just forward of the mainmast; Salem
Light,
bearing N W 10 miles, pas—d the main deck of a vessel, probably belonging to same vessel.
A telegram from New York states that sch Eastern
Light, from Monro\ia for Boston, on the 14th ult,
went ashore on Phillip Reef. Cacios, aud became a
total loss: crew aud part of cargo saved. Brig Peacock also went ashore at East Caicos, aud is a total
loss; no particulars.

BALTIMORE—ArfOth, brigs 8 Duncan, Mitch* II,
Port Royal 8C; C Matthews, Matthews, Bangor;
Yazoo, Ball, Bath: schs Lucy A Orcutt. Butler, fra

lirookeville: C Stetson, Robiusou, Port Royal SC.
Cld 30th, bark lladley. Snow, Boston; sch U 11
Baker. Knight. New Orleans.
Ar 3lst, schs Christina. Drink water, fm Portland;

Juuo, Small, Philadelphia.
Below 31st, brig H B Emery, from Calais.
Cld 31st. brig GW Barter. Gilchrist, New York;
sch John McAdatn. Wilev. Bath.
Below 1st. ship Tramjuebar, aud bark Minnesota,
from New Orleans

PHILADELPHIA-Ar 3lst. brig Maria White.
Payne, Beaufort NC; John RAbbins,
Nickerson, New
^

Orleans.
Cld 31st, bark Pleiades, Miller, New Orleans; brig
G T Ward, Fish, 8 W Pass; sch T J Hill, Smith, do.
Ar 1st inst. brigs Emma, and Itaska, from
At Delaware Breakwater 29th ult, bark* Cordelia,
from Kingston, J. for Philadelphia; Charles Edwin,
wtg orders; brig
from C alais for do; schs
C E Elmer, from New York for Washington; Harriet. from Jamaica for New York, aud other*NEW YORK—Ar 3l*t, ship 8t Peter. Sprague, tin
Pensacola 15 days; barks Ibis, Hatch, New Orlcaus;
R A Allen, Mugune, Tortuga.*.
Cld 31st, bark Kate Stamler, for San Francisco.
FALL RIVER—Ar 31st, sch C W Bentley, Chase,
Matanzas.
The following vessels were seen Dec 31. between
Point Judith and Block Island-Sch* Arabiue. from
Ellsworth lor New York; P 8 Lindsey, Saco for do;
Hiawatha, New Bedford for do; Maria A Gould,
Machias for do; Louisa Dyer. Rockland for Baltimore; Julia Elizabeth. Calais for New liaveu; F A
Heath. Bucksport for Bridgeport, Ct.
BOSTON—Ar 1st, bark Florence, Howes, fm New
Orleans; sek A Jameson, Savage, New York.
Ar 2d, sebs U W < arpeuter, Hatch, Philadelphia;

HOWARD’S
CANCER AND CANKER SYRUP
CANCER AND CANKER SYLl'P
Sarpasses all known Heme dies
Surpasses all known Ilemedies
PUR THE

<

URK OK

Cancers, Canker, Salt Rheum, old 8orcs.
Cancers, Canker. Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Erysipelas. Scrofula, Tumors, Ulcers.
Sold by II. II. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland

I and

Dudley,

North, llallstt, Yarmouth.

Below, bark T Cushing, from Havana; brig J Polledo. from Matanzas.
Cld 2d, ship Jessie Anna. (Br, late Am ship Europa.) Harvey, Kurrmchee: bark Persia. Jones, New
Orleans; Emma F llarrimau. Ilarniuan. do; brigs
J P Ellicott, Dcrereaux,Portland; Flash,(Bn Doaue,
Havana.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 30th, sch Henrietta, Jones,
Cambridge, Md.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At
Smyrna 8th ult, bark Rebecca Goddard,Policy »»
for Messina, to load for Boston.
Sailed front Messina 5th ult, brig Ellen Bernard,
Collins, Boston.
At Palermo 11th ult, bark Mary Edson. Nickerson,
from Bangor, just ar; Mary C Dyer, Wallace, aud
Small, uuc.
Zephyr,
At Marseilles 16th ult, bark Velma. Nickerson, lor
Messina 17th, to load for United States.
At Rio Janeiro Nov 23. shits St James. Williams;
Cambria, Perry, aud Juliet Trundy, Gould, for C allao; 1 F Chapman, Miller, aud Undaunted. Tay. fiu
New York fordo; barks John Rhynas, It irnmaii,
for Antwerp, ready; Cricket, Kelley, fin Baltimore
ar23d; Cclcstia, Howes, trom Philadelphia, ar 17th,
and ethers.

flPer »team*hip Persia—additional.)

gener-

Jyl3 CmeodAw 4

icinity.

aecJl eod& w3m

A Bad Biikath—The greatest Curse the human
family is heir to. How many lovers it has separated
—how many friend* forever parted. The subject is
too delicate: your nearest frieud will not meution it,
and you are iguoraut of the fact yourself. To effect
a radical cure, use the "HALM OF A
TllOUSASI)
FLOWERS" as a deutriflce night and morning. It
also beantiAm the complexion, removing all tan,
and freckles, leaving the skin soft and white.
rrioefiOtoentM. For sale by II. H. Hay, agent for
uov26 codJteowSm
Maine, and all druggists.

pimple*

CURE FOR CATARRH.—Dn. Wad®worth's
DRY UP is a certain remedy for this loathsome
disease. There i* no mistake about this. The Dry
Up has cured thousands of cases ot Catarrh, and the
sales of the article is constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sufficient. For sale by the proprietor,
H. H. BUKRIXGTON, Providence, R.
Also by
It U. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.
oct3i eod & wtim

Sailed from Liverpool IStli, John Stuart, Lemon*
for Bombay.
Adv 19th, Bohemian. (•) for Portland 2tth; Minnesota, Matthews, for Boston 25th; Isaac Webb, for
New Y'ork Jan 1; Atmosphere, Freeman, aud Esmeralda. Meldrura. tor do.
Abo adv, for sale at auction. Exchange, 596 ton*,
built at Bath in 185*1; Mcdalion, 548 tons, built at
Richmond iu 1847; Courant, 499 tons, built at Richmond in 1862.
Eat out at Newcastle 16th, Chandler Price, Bourn,
for Alexandria.
Ar at Quceustowii 18th, Panther, Lothrop, Callao
63 days; 2oth, Martin Luthor, Nickels, do.

[Per City

at

EyConsumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Lungs, successfully treated by InhaBy C. Mor.*R, M. D.,
aulS'32 eod

Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

NEW

KF“It

tf

you arein want of any kind of PRINTING
tf

call at the Daily Press Office.
To the Editor tf the /Yes*.

MARRIED.
In this
Dec. 1. by Rev. Ilenry D. Moore, Asa.
S. Cox, of (laverill, Mass., and Mis* Elleu A. Craua,
of this city.
lu this city, Jan. 1, by Rev. Samuel Roy, John
Noyes and Airs. Alba 11. Stockman, both of this city.
In Cumberland. Jan. 1, by Rev. It. S. Jordan, A.
D. Tuttle, of Nottingham. N. H., and Miss Sarah J.,
daughter of Col. Sam‘1 True, of C.
lu Casco, Deo. 24, Royal B. Todd, of Portland,and
Airs. Lydia R. Hall, of C.

city.

DIED.
In this

ing, aged

city,

Jan.
72 years.

2, Lucy T., wife of George Lor-

lu this city. Dec. 27, Mr*. Catharine, wife ot John
Murray, ag< d 28 years.
Iu Sioux City, Iowa., Dec. 21. at the resideucc ot
her brother-in-law, Maj. E. P. Ten Broeck. Emily L.,
youngest daughter of the late Ebeuoaer F. Deaue,
K*»l ot Gardiner, aged 20 years. [Gardiucr and
Augusta papers please copy.)
lu Bridgtou, Dec. 28, Nellie 11., daughter of George
and Ellen J. Taylor, aged 7 years 1 mouth.

EXPORTS.
Per steamship Jura, for Liverpool—8249 M>ls flour
700 bush wheat. 481 bbls ashes. A9,40n lbs butter
11.400 lb* lard. 180.000 lbs cut meats, 102 bbls pork.
303 bbls beef, 10 bbls tongues, 5 sewing machines, 15

pkgs suudries.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ocean Engine Company’s

ASSEMBLIES!
OCEA1V EMGIME CO. Mo. 4
Will give

a

second

course

of Four Assemblies

AT MECHANICS HALL.

ryCAKDS and BILL HEADS neatly printa

at this office.

Liverpool.

SPOKEN.
Dec 22, lat 51 07, Ion 19 27, ship Guy Mauneriug.
from Liverpool for New York.

1.

the Throat and
lation.

of

Baltimore, ofT Cape Race.]
Arr from New York. Wiuthrop. at Naples: Iris.at
Belfast; Palestine, at Dubliu: Ocean, at Deal.
Arr from Bangor. Mary Ed»ou. at Palermo; Chas

Cooper,

COMMENCING ON WEDNESDAY EVENING,
January O/A, and continuing crcry It’cihusday Evening.
Tickets for the

Course.$2.60

.76
Siuglc Tickets,.
"
lor the tiulicry,.26
To be obtained of the Managers aud at the door.

M A N A Q E R S :
KDW. HODGKINS.
C. II PHILLIPS,
R. D. PAGE,
U. A. HAUL.

C. II. RICH.
C. O. IIINDUE.
S. S. 11 ANN AKOUD,

Music by Chandler's Quadrille Band.
Clothing checked free. Dauclng to caramenee

at

jant-M W Sl I tf

8 o'clock.

Dissolution of lopartuerabip.
rilllE Co-partucrahip heretoforeexisting between
X the Mtbpcrib. ra under tbo style ot l'lunuey

Co., ia tbia dav dissolved by mutual eon.
CYRUS GREEN,
C J MORRIS.
Portland. Jan. 1,1801.

Gecne &
sent.

Copartnership Notice.
rilllE undersigned have thia day formed aCo-parlX nerahip under the stylo ol Moriia, Given A
Sawyer, for the tranaacliou of a general Grocery
business, at 80 Commercial street.
C. J MORRIS,
t 1 RCS UK1XV.
EUANK 1,N SAWYER.
Portland, Juu. 1, 1881
ill

subject

to

an

extra

LADIES' LIST.
Atwood Auuy

ilazelton Phebe E

mrj

Adam E lzaootli
Abbott John mrz
Allbright Sarah (.
Benzol! Amanda M
Barker Annie D

Brown Belay

mrz

#

Batson Etta

Berry George

S

llinion P. rzis E mrj
Jonez J II mr.
Keen Mary A mrj
Keith Mary
Kright Maria B mr.
Keating Sarah mr.
Latham Ann mra, Long I.
l.ooney Annie
Libby Annie M

mrj

Burch iielleu

I’Henrietta

Lambert George turn
j.ibby Louiaa
Libby Maria, care mrz!
Burn., Portland at

Beil Jennie
Bennett Jolia mra
Brown Jennie I,
Bell Samuel

Lyon. Margaret L
Leighton N W mra Dr

mrz
mr.

barter Abhl# S
o eord Andrew

Merrill Ann E mra
McGuire Ann
Muon Caroline
Morse Mary mra
Merrill Otevia M
Mctyuarrie Sarah mrj

D mrj
uminings Nellie A
Cook Lt/.ze
ohl) I

laucoa

L
"‘r‘

Groff
ll
w
broil Hattie
M

Nash Elizabeth
Noyea Nellie M
Norwood Ellas

l regnn Hanora
( uinmingj Jane

vea

inrs

mra
mr*

Man J
Ahhie F

Phinney

Phinnv Helen O
Pickard Mary W mr.
Pitta Sarah E
Pierce Steuhou mr.

mra

Curvey

Sarah A
Chase Sarah C
Dexter t ha. It mrz licut bluinbv Adaline A mr.
Dyer C I mra. Cape E
Kandill
C
Decker Esther
Bead E F mr.
Dai iz F annie S, Cape FI itid- r Lizzie
a
Daviz Lncr S
Buz. Sarah A
Scott Ahhy W mr.-»
Dodge L J
Dresser Lidia II mra
Shillings Aimira J
Dyer Martha A mra
Smith Alice V
Eaton L D mr.
Scott Ade;ia
Erakir.e Nancy
Sullivan Kate mr.
Elmore Samuel mr.
Slurtevant Joziali II mr.
F recuian Anna E
Small Loi«a
Fisher Anna
Stephen. Mary
F abyau Cordelia
Skinner Mary Ann mr.
Fitzziimmona Lizzie
Stilton Margaret
Folsom Helen S
Stile* Miranda
Folaom Helen, Park at
Shaw Mary E mra
Fletcher B ache I u
stilea Mary
Fuller Carrie J
Sliney Mary
Orant
mrz
Shannon N mra
Greenwood John mrj
sweeUer Sarah A
Gteen Matilda F.
Sweeny Sn.au J
G'een or Greer Mary F, True J 11 mr*

Eunice

CLEARED.

_ _

advertized are
ayAl]letter,
ot oue cent.

charge

Cole Mary F,
< rockelt Nathaniel

Saturday.January 2.

G

**

ir'u‘,Vu'r»
E mrj
Cary Mnry

POKTLA XI).

8team*hip Jura, (Br) Aiton, Liverpool

,'0”'

Bunker Srlrira

MIXIATI RK ALMANAC.

Monday,..Jituunry

Rfi^Ucd &. th<’ 1'u,,1*a'1
th^yVrV ShSHtaJ*1'" ""** f°r' P‘eUC

31

Corsica.New York.. Havana.Jan
E»gle.New York. Havana.Jan
Sidon.New York .Liverpool.Ian
Alia. Boston
Liverpool.Jan

=“'~"

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mvr of i.i:i ri:iis

York_Dec 23

Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland.Dec 24
Africa..Liverpool_Boston.Dec 2d
leutonia. .Southampton New York_Dec 20

—.

GREAT

The cruel and cold-blooded murder of the
Hanover, Mb.. Oct. 1,1861.
second engineer, and the shooting down of an
Dear Sir:—I have used L. F. Atwood’s Bitters
for some 10 or 15 rears. 1 have tried a great number
unarmed crew, is one of the darkest crimes
of medicines for Oyspepsia.but without effect. These
we have read of since the days of I.afittc, and
Bitters are the only remedy that have ever relieved
the pirates of the Spanish Main. It was not
me of this distressing
complaint. My neighbora
only cruel but cowardly butchery, which no have also becu greatly bcnelitted by the use of them.
JOEL HOW.
excuse can palliate.
The people of Halifax,
tV*Beware of Counterfeits and base imitatoms,
iu their sympathy for the Southern Confedersome of which aer signed “.If.” F., instead of L. F.
Atwooel. The genuine is signed L. F. Attcood, and
acy, have committed a grievous error, and unless every means is taken to recapture these ! as a safeguard against imposition bears an extra
label,countersigned //. II. HAY, Druggist, Port•
murderers, the city will remain under an | land,
S/e., sole Central Agent.
eternal stigma of disgrace.”
For sale
dealers in medicine

Commerce of the United States.—
The total imports of merchandise into the
United States for the fiscal year ending June
30,1S03, amounted to $263, 701,939, and the
exports of domestic produce to $249,856,049.
Iu addition to this, the amount of foreign mer-

wr

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Orif you are going to tho West, South, or NorthWest, procure Through Tickets at Litttb's Union
Ticket Office, No. 31 Exchango Street, where you
may have a choice o routes at the lowest rates of
fare, aud obtain all needful information.
Not.
TuThSAwtf
2,18®._

1”_

The Chesapeake Affair.—The Quebec
Daily News, a thorough sympathizer with
the Confederate cause, pronounces as follows
ou

genuine and

reliable remedy. Sec special notice column.

N»

NEW

FAfLf
Dec 22

FOR

New York..
Now York.

City of Baltimore.

are

Parsons' Oelobrated Oongh
€iallant

FROM

Adriatic.Gain ay.

ludicrous features
in the war that has desolated so many homes
and reduced thousands from ease and luxury
there

_

Celebration of Freedman's Day at Xorfoll;.
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 1.
The colored inhabitants of Norfolk aud vicinity celebrated to-day the first anniversary
of their freedom, as given them under the
President’s emancipation proclamation. Four
regiments of colored troops, under command
of Brig. Gen. Wild, took part in the exercises.
There were present, as invited guests, Major
General Butler and staff and Brig. Generals
Heckman, Barnes. Getty and i.edlie with
their respective stalls.
The procession marched through all the
principal streets of Norfolk, and upon arriving
in the square fronting the cemetery, formed a
hollow square, and speaking, music and Masonic exercises were the order of the day.
A beautiful flag was presented to the 2d

FTBAIIKR

Joseph

Brackett at
Gookin I heba A
Gallager Roee

Van Taaael Annia
Webber E inira
Welch Nellie V
Hain Adaline mr.
Winslow Elizabeth E mr.
Whitnev Eunice B
IliggiD. FJIen
Hunt Ellen L
Wilham Eliza J
Hale Esther E
Willson Lizzie A
Holden Lucy mr.
Wheeler Lilly E, Cape F
Hardenbrook Mary Jane Watson mra, for mra John
mra. Cape E
McDonnald
mra

Hurd Manila A

Walden

Mary

C mra
mr.
Witar.ii \l..e __

Hadlock Nancy A, Peakz'W.rd Mary
Island

GENTLEMEN'S LIST.
Abbot* JhaiF
Aim1 < John—2

UiulmJ.forniiat fu<

me loinan
Hall Lnwron
ll( lines Oxg«»od

Adauia mr
Allan H in H

Bradbury Andrew
Bragg A if
Bolter

Baker

Baker B
Barney V

or

Ilaily Patrick,

Jane McGawn

for

nn*«

Eager*Hollywood Pater

Higgins K * hard
s W
Brcudou Daniel
Hall Saw 1 W
Brackett Dexitr W
ilcckett 8»in l W
Baker K, for miss Ellen Jewett Allert
Bak< r
Johnson A J
Beal K F
Jewett Henry Janie*
Baker K I',for miss UelcnJobnsou
Jo*cph H
8 Folsom
Jordan Kufu* K
Bachelder F K, cadet—2 Johnson Sain l W
Brown li W
Kenney Cha*
Blair Geo 1*
Knight Enoch
Barbour Geo E
K< n worthy Geo
Board man 11
Kempton John
Buck James W
Kelley John
Bootbby John F, Westb’k Kelley Montgomery II
Bennett John
Kelley Thos
Kv no Th***. for Tlio* Me*
Bonne/ Joseph

HriggsCashingkco mcjwmUackott

Burbank Jona-2
B*«* J P
Browu Nelson
Brown nth.

Donough
Alpbeus

Lewis
Lewis

Beuj capt, for
SKTibbitt*
Larrabee David, for

BenuettOO

cam
pl
**

BrintccrhotT R capt, for
B Choate— 2
Horace W Braum
Littlefield Daniel J
Blaikic Richard, for Al- l.anit ert (.eo. for mrs V.
via S Parrott
rah Lambert
Ben-on S F, agent Dr Lake Geo
Steven*
Lew * James
Bailey T C J capt
i<oge Jam*»
Binehal Win,for mri Han-Locke Simeon junk deal
naii Wentworth
Loaner Timothy
B?a*da!c Win
Lord Wm
Chainb**rlain Augustus
March A I*
lie Kenney Chas E
Coggan Bai abridge L
Crediford Chari* * il
Mo,.re Daniel F.
Caovo.'toa ChaMcNamara Denui* r„Clark C, for mitt C B W
Thomas Quin
Kicliardsou
Merrill Deuni*
David
P-J
Mov*e
K 8
Chaplin
Creror^r Coorou David SMorse Henry O
Crockett Daniel
Macdonald 1 S
Chas.: Francis,S'ate clnimMath* ws Jonathan
Morris J C for Mary
•gf'ut
Her7 ner
Cobb Geo D
rill
Geo
Merrill Joel W
Cuturning*
Cloudman Geo, for Frank Mathesou John

Hasty

Murphy Jerry
Meeney Janies M

Coffin Gilbert
Cloudman G H
Ctewty Harris
Cleveland J B
Cronau John
Curran John
Connolly John
Clark James M
Cottar Johu, for Mary
Mulrhav
Conners James
Coffin JH
Cobb L H—1) A K
Colby Newton G
Con try Phillip
Cobb Sam* I. fur mrs Lois
M Rodion
Cordeu Tuoma*

Cnuninghtm

Mann
Marshall M

Kelley

or

Me-

G, for Janus

Morrill Mark
Managers of Portland
Theatre
McKcnsic Roderick 8
Martin Roger Coin'i
*
Merrill Thomas L
Noyes C J
II-race Horace C 2
N**y .Johu
Nichols Joseph, Jam os
Nichols
New ell James N
Newell Janu s B

Neajtle Michael
Timothy, Newcomb Stephen B

Me Vols
Cochran f liouias
Carr Wm
Couara Win W
Colli* Wm A
Coolbroth Win
Cusiima!i Wm M
Ctt liman Wm

OjConuel I Jcretaiah
Odion Loonard
Pettingiil Amo*

PeckPeui’uK

U

Palmer Cha*
Porter Fred W
Pill-bury Fn U A II
Philbrook Joseph 11 2

Day non Charles lh lor Perkin* Samuel E
Rose D

ParkerS Jr
parkin* W P,

Bennett

Davie* Dauie! O capt
I)«xter Horace, band

Harding

Dyer Isaac C
Deealey Johu Rev
Dunphy John

Daiu John D
Dauivau John.boot rnak
Dunning J aim

for Capt W

Ku* e'l Asa B, for Mr*
Cla a Uolme*
Rice Charles 11
Kedicker James, 2d Me

Cavalry

r

Russell John, for Mrs

Dyer Lorenzo
Doyle P 8

John Ku-sill
Killies Win 11 or

Rrftfo*
Suilivan ltnrtholfinev or
James Sullivan
StJeau Basile
Stagpole Capt
Stover Cha* H

Davis Wm F
Kliues A'ouzo F
Kttu-i y Cha* L
Ftniuou- John M
Piaster Johu W
E\ an- Joliu
Knt Wm

Freight agent,Great We*-

teru Ins Co
Frecmau Cha* U
Farr David
Fickctt franklins
Fairfield Hadley P
Foster John J, for
Emily K Foster
Faherty John
Filor James
Flagg Johu W

Fitzpa'rick Johu.ior
nis Quin

inr*

Sheaf Col
Smith Daniel
Freeman Capt
Shaw Frank
Sawyer Geo
Swilt Geo A
Small lieurv C

Steve us Henry
Smith H C Hergt
Sullivan J C. for Mrs
David llalkett

Spring

D

n

J«ni*h

Simp-on John Capt
Symond* James 2

Smith I*aac
Fickctt Nahum, for Franks hurt Leonard O
Fiekett
Staple* Horatio
Sfowell K for Mr* Emma
Flaherty Tobia*
V Robertson
Fahey Thomas
rammer
iitnniiiv, for Sylvester Wiu
uir* Martha Uc hurd-ouSindh Win. tor Miss CarGliuu lb-uni*, for Mary
tie I* Smith
llefrin
Sewart Wiu II
Grave# k Young ui ##r*. Turney B Pr
book dealer#
I ay lor Edward S
Goldthwait li
Toby Edward li*
John
Gove
Tuttle Edward
Graham J. for mis# AunteThinnn Knott
Graham
Thomo-ott Geo K
Gavott Joseph W
I rundy J T
Gooch Orria W
l ay lor Suiuuer
Grceulief It U
l'tionii>*nn Thomas, tor
Glideroleeve k Son S
lieb*H-ca 1 liouiit#oa
Thaver Win
Gray The# K
lla-tv Andrew#
I*odd Wih II
llutctiin- B F
Vvaty llcnrv J

Hanley Chaa L
Hayes Edward E

Webster Albion L
Wailing A (i
Hendersou K J
Week# llenj
Holme# Frank W
Whitucy CM3
Hatch Geo W. Bang# Js’dWebber Elia#
Harden tiro W, Cape K Watt# Geo G
Ul iman G W
Weaten John N
Hodgkins G capt.for liar- W :l«ht Svlvauu*, for Mr#

Mary

ri# Pratt

Hanson J C

P Mitchell

Willi# W L

Hopkiui Jonat hau
SHIP LETT BBS.
C S Maurice fid Aas’i Eug’r U 8 gunboat Agawam.
W H Woodu-njtU ship Hodiria.
Cap!
Uco t Collin* #chr Bell |l>audou.
Jar W MPchell #ohr Commodore.
Patrick F ltrannau brig C M Carver
Stephen t Poland >chr Georgie Pc ring.
I’bo# Coward mate br bark Baa, Cap! R Goudv.
Harrv P ller>ey nh J Morae.
Pavia William# bark Otiue of Gloucester.
L ha# K MausHeld Steward of
ton 2.
Oil* V Pierce #chr Twili^m.
8 W Roger# brig M I'rube.
Ebeu Wiley. 2d. »chr Pushing
Kufu# A Coomb#, brig Maria

brig

Grtotan

Orla-

Wave.
Wheeler.

L'yru# Young

POLK. 1'cwlmastcr.

A T.

SELLING OFF A T
for

or

COST,

.v/ \ g ha rs o:. i 1

Bonnet#, llats. Silks. Velvet#, Lace#. Ribbon.#,
of MilFeather#, Flower#, and all kind#
0
liuary Good#, at

DHAS. WOODS, 21 Free Street.
j aul-.ltw

w

*

__

Loal,

LM.

the city of Portland aeroral small KEYS on a
ring. The Under will pleaac forward them by cxprosa to the subscriber at UarrUon.aud ahall be reasonably nnid.
G EO. PEI RUE.
jsu4 diw

TIIRKAD LACK VKIL, on Wodnp,day. Pec .*». on Higher Pan forth atrcct. The
iuder will l»- suitably rewarded on having it aC
Mis# M. L. HALL’S More, Middle ilmt.
jan-l dim

IN

AltLACk

J

MATTERS

ABOUT

TOWN.

Great Sttoir

Storm—Extremely Cold n'eathrr.
Buffalo, .Jan. 2.
The heaviest boost storm known in this vihas been raging hero
since
the
1814
cinity
year
to run
ycsteiday and to-day. The water in the creeks,
canal and slips has risen to an unusual height,
causing much damage. The Lake shore and
i Erie railroads are completely blockaded by
snow.
Trains on the Central railroad were all
-—--—
behind time. Two hundred feet of the Niagara Falls railroad, near this
city, is washed
TWO DAVS
away, and no cars left the depot since Thurstrains
day ;
are, however, running from Black
Bock to the Suspension Bridge. Business in
this city is almost entirely suspended. Most
of the storm is now over although it is still
soon ing this evening.
The weather is intense
Arrival of the
of Baltimore off
ly cold. The •thermometer on the 31st ult.
Race.
stood 42 deg. above and last evening was 5
below zero anil this morning at nine it was 9
below. No mails have !>een received to-day.
Cape Hack, Jan. 2.
Telegraph communication with the west is inTlie steamship City ot Baltimore, from Liverpool Dec. 2i.i. :trui Queenstown Dec. 24th, terrupted. The Evans bridge in the lower
passed here eu route to New York at 1 o’clock part of the oily has been carried away and it
is reported some lives were lost, but this canto-day.
not be traced to any reliable source.
The
from New

Busiut-M. in the

Municipal < ou;i.
We are indebted to W. E. Morris. Esq., for
the following statement of the criminal busibefore the
1»63:-

ness

Municipal

Assault and
Violutiou ot

battery,
Lord's d»y—open shop,
Common Drunkards,
Larceny,

9)
9
8
72

Intoxication,

•Search and seizure,
Single sale,

Drinking

Disturbance oi

2)
1
4
1
]j
3
2
3
8
G
1
2
2
11
1
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
4
18
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
9
48
48
29

meetings,

.Resisting officers,
ttearcb for stolen good?,
loud noises iu streets,
City Ord.
44
Snow

44

44

44

4

44

44

4 4

44

44

44

44

14

44

4

41

4

44
4

Neglecting

44

4

Obstructing sidewalk—“Persons,”
Allowing swine to go at large,
Collecting house oflal,

44

44

44

Arson,

Passing

horses in

streets,
Extortion—Hack drivers,
Frightening horses,
Throwing stones,
Discharge of fire-arms,
Keeping dog without liceuse,
Throwing tiitniu streets,
Horse on sidewalk,

4

44

balling,

Truancy,
Fast driving,

44

44

Murder,

counterfeit money,

Adultery,
Affray,

Assault with intent to commit
Receiving stolen goods,

a

rape,

Illegal voting,

Vagrants and Idleis,
Biot,
t itering forgid paper,
Disturbance of school,
Breaking and entering,
Taking horse in street,
..

Appeals,
Imprisoned,
Diwcbarged,

Number of
44
44

44
Bound to S. J. Coart,
Amount of Fines and costs itnposod, 937GG
44
2042
paid,
44

4 4

FROM

EUROPE.

City

Capo

steamship Louisiana,

York,

arrived out on tlie 22d.

The ship Living Age, at London from Akyab, was captured by tlie rebel pirate Tuscaloosa Sept. Pith, ill lat. 15 south, long. 25 east,
but was released o;i giving a bond for $100,-

000.

Loudon Globe cautions its readers
against statements that Lord Lyons had telegraphed to Earl K’issell predicting the termination of the American war in six months.
King and llceruin have appeared before tlie
Tlie

magistrates

for

the peace, and were
bound over to appear at the Quarter Sessions.
Tlie I’aris correspondent of tlie Loudon
Times insinuates that the Arcli Duke Maximillian is not likely to accept tlie Mexican
crown.
lie stipubites for a recognition of bis
monarchy by Uio American government
among oilier conditions, and this recognition
has been emphatically declined at Washington.
I is reported that Napoleon is casting about
lot
:ne one else in place of Maximillian.

44

Number of Entries—Civil Business,

Municipal

LATER

4
2
3

Malicious mischief,
Libel ol li juora,
Conveying liquors to Jail,'

Bastardy,

—

151
56

tippling shop,

house and

Portland Daily Press.

Court for the year

500

breaking

FRANCE.

Naj. eon, in response to tlie Senate’s adarts tliat be was actuated solely by
dress,
good an naciflc tc otives in his proposition for
a Congn

Court—*Jan. 2.

John Hagan, for assault and battery on Mar\
Sears, was fined $10 and costs. Committed.

THE HOI .STEIN QUESTION.
The Frankfort diet has passed a vote urging
t1
committee on Schleswig Holstein affairs,
to decide speedily the question of succession.

George Carney, for druukenness and disturbance, was fiued three dollars and costs,
which he paid.
John Graves, for drunkenness and disturb-

POLAND.
i wo

fresli batches of prisoners have been

ance, was fiued three dollars aud costa. Com-

sent to Siberia.

mitted.
John McLaughlin, for drunkenness and disturbance, was fined three dollars and costs.
Committed.
Catharine Me Aboy lor larceny of molasses

A revolutionary manifesto has been placarded in the .principal towns of Hungary, announcing the establishment of a general'committee to maintaid the independence of Hungary, and assuming the direction of atl'airs
under Kossuth.
The Austrian government is taking great
precautions, but it is asserted that general agitation prevails.

AUSTRIA

from a storehouse ou Central Wharf, was fined
one dollar and costs which she paid.
Daniel Butman aud Frederick Meade, the
gamblers arrested on Friday evening, were

INDIA.

up. They waived ail examination,
and were ordered to recoguizc in the sum of
$200 dollars each, with sureties, for their appearance at the Supreme Judicial Court on the
Jkl Tuesday of March. The sureties were furnished and the prisoners were discharged.

brought

iSAlil* A

11 OUlUUli lain J: \KIKS.-As

IU15

Tlie Bombay mails show that tlie trouble
with the Hill tribes was assuming alarming
proportions. British troops have lost heavily.
(Latest via Queenstown.1

Political news unimportant.
The Bank of England has reduced its rate

of interest to 7 per cent.
13

the season of the year when .Sabbath School
Libraries arc being replenished, Mr. II. Pack-

reclamation

In

County Commissioners.—The Board of

membership.

I’residcul Lincoln's animal message and the
accompanying proclamation were received
here by Union men with unbounded satisfaction
Resolutions of approval have been
pesscdatlhc meetings of the several Union

committee of ladies connected itrthc management of the late Promenade Couccrt, giveu
_

E. Mountfobt, Treasurer.
Porllaud, Dee. 30th, 1303.

associations, and free State stocks have been
rising ever since.
On Tuesday eve Mrs. Major Gen. Banks

Physical Culture.—Mr. Bradford n6\v

had a reunion of her own and the General's
friends at their residence. It was a magnificent allair.
Officer* from the foreign ships of
war were present aud also tbc foreign Consuls,
■fee., in full dress.
The holidays promise to rival in gaycty
those of a few years ago. Notwithstanding
that Christmas was a damp foggy day the
A
streets were filled with merry parties.
grand dinner was given on hoard the ship of
Officers
war l’ensacola, Com. Bell's flag ship.
sailors and marines all partook of it, the tables
tne
spar aud berth decks.
being arranged on
A large number of distiuguisbed guests also

good opportunity lor ladies and gentlemen to become acquainted with the popular
a

system of musical gymnastics, taught at 144
Middle street. A class beginning a course of
lessons meets next Tuesday evening, aud a few
more will be admitted.
Go aud see for yourself.

“Very Haro Cash.”—The lively and interesting uovel under this title, by Charles licade,
which lias been in the course of

publication
Harpers’ Weekly, is now compublished in a neat volume,

attended.

Another dinner, in which Gen. Banks and
staff and numerous gentlemen participated
was given at the U. S. Barracks General Hospital. Gen. Banks made a very eloquent and
felicitous speech, which was enthusiastically
received.
The health of the Union troops in Western
Texas is remarkably good. In a division of
eleven large regiments there were but twenty
sick in hospital aud twenty-three in quarters.

Halt L. Davis has it for

sale.
Look to your Sidewalks.—The sidewalks iu this city arc iu a horrible condition
from the icc. A lady slipped yesterday and
broke a knee-pan.
Every good citizen will
sprinkle ashes or sand in front of his store or
dwelling bouse, and thus save many a fall aud
much

Oiu.ic.vwa, Dec. 27.
Western Louisiana all is quiet. Our
is encamped, aud the enemy is equally

A convention of the friends of freedom
was held here on Monday last to elect delegates to the national convention to be held at
Louisville, Kv. The convention admitted
negro delegates front colored Uuiou clubs to

Aged Indigent Women, gratefully acknowledges the receipt of tight hundred aud twenty
seven dollars and eighty-five cents, from the

with illustrations.

Or-

troops.

A Cari>.—The Association for the Belief of

the past year in
pleted, and is

lien. Muyruder—Scw
is: arm Itema.

army
inactive.
Our forces in Texas arc making steady-progress, occupying one place after another, ami
meeting with no opposition whatever.
Gen. Magruder has issued a proclamation,
dated at Houston, in which lie says the defence of Western Texas will not lie given up
as reported, and urges minute men,
exempts
aud all others capable of bearing arm to organize at once, and proceed to the camp of
Gen. Bee at Victoria. He says the rebel
troops are marching to repel the invaders,
and that ban Antonio and Austin are being
rapidly fortified. He speaks confidently of
being able eventually to drive the “vandals"
hack to their ships.
Guerrillas have Ceased firing on tlio steamers in this department.
Hog 1‘oiut lias been occupied by colored

County Commissioners for the present year
is composed of E. C. Andrews, Esq., of Otisllcld, whose term expires Dec. 31st; Keubou
Higgins, Esq., of C'ajie Elizabeth, whose term
expires Dec. 31,18G5, and Charles Humphrey,
Esq., of Yarmouth, whose term expires Dec.
31st, 13GG.
The Board organized last Friday by electing E. C. Andrews, Esq., Chairman.

offers

of

Arrival of the Evening Star—Eroni Texas
and Mexico— Ths San Domingo Jtebellion.

injury.

New Yoke, Jan. 3.
Steamer Evening Star, from New Orleans

B#”Look out for lots of fun next Saturday
evening at Decriug Hall, at which time and
place the great Minstrel Troupe of Duprez &
Green will give one of their unique entertain-

27th via Havana 29th, arrived to-day.
Gen. Kilt Henry Warren, with a considerable force, embarked on board steamer Warrior
and crossing Matagorda hay, occupied IngaSome important
nola without opposition.
rebel documents were captured, among them
Magruder's address to the people of Western

ments.

The House Railroad.—From the 13th of
October to the 31st day of December, inclu- ! Texas.
sive, tbe number of passengers carried over
the Portland & Forest Avenue Horse Railroad
was

79,741.

E3P" The next term of Mr. Gardiner’s
Singing School will commence on Monday
evening, the lllh inst., iu the Free street

An expedition of three negro regiments,
I one while regiment and a battery of artillery,
under Gen. Ulltnan, had gone to the mouth of
lied river to look alter the rebels in that quarter.
Gcu. Herron has been assigned to the command of the frontier bordering on the Rio

Grande.
Gen. Dana's headquarters are removed to
Malagaula. lie commands all the forces in

block.
ly.vuiiiiu

ur

uu.

Texas.
Advices from Havana give Mexican dates to
Dec. 20. lien. Dotdado is reported to have
given in his adhesion to the French. The occupation of Morelia, Celaya,«fcc., by the French
reported via San Francisco is confirmed. Tiic
French forces were cn route to Guanajuato.
No lighting had occurred except a slight guerrilla skirmish. The J uarists were retiring in
all directions.
From Sau Domingo information is received
thiat nothing has been done since the occupation of Guaz.
There Is no truth in the report that Rojal
and another insurgent chief had been arrested
by the Baytien authorities.

oir.AMMi.—ou;tiui3iii|)

Jura sailed from this port for Liverpool about
li o'clock Saturday afternoon, taking outa full
cargo and some passengers.

W*TI»e American Illustrated

papers for
this week have been received at the book and

periodical store
change street.

of A. ltobinson, No. 51 Ex-

Sui-imchy.—The present icey condition of
the sidewalks reminds

Patent Creepers.

pedestrians

of

The rush for them

KT-Thc total value

of

Bailey's
is great.

Arrest

corres-

pondent has again displayed his wisdom in
making up a programme for the organization
ol the Legislature and the Slate
government,
cutirely ignoring at least one prominent candidate eacli for the Attorney Generalship and
Secretary of .State. This attempt to manufacture public sentiment, and to forestall the
action of tbe Legislature, is one of the most
assiuinc tricks of the smallest kind of politicians.

aar- We are informed by a gentleman from
Kentucky, who is undoubtedly acquainted
with George 1>. Prentice, Esq., of the Louisville Journal, that the statement that has been
going the rounds of the papers that Mr. P.
“had become so intemperate that he had left,
not only the proprietorship, but the editorial
charge of the paper,” is not true. We sincerely hope the whole story may be without
foundation in fact.

damaged.

Louisville, Jan. 2.
Thursday the barometer stood at noon at
29.02; soon after it commenced rapidly falling
and reached 2S.85 at 8 P. M., resulting in a
violent snow

storm from the northwest.—
Thursday night at 10 o'clock the barometer
had
The thermometer
reached 29.
rising
Thursday noon stood at 47 #bove, failing between that time and six in the afternoon to 1
below. Friday forenoon at nine o’clock the
mercury was is 1-2 below and continued below
all day. Saturday at 9.30 A. M. it was 3 above
and at the same hour in the evening it was 14
above. Nothing like this was ever known in

Kentucky.

Indianapolis, Jan. 2.
A very severe snow storm commenced litre
and
lasted two days.
Railroad
Thursday
travel was almost suspended. The weather
was intensely cold, the thermometer standing
at 28 below zero.
Chicago, Jan. 2.
The weather in most intensely cold. At 9
o’clock this morning the thermometer stood
at 28 1-2 below. No trains left for the east
or west last night and none arrived to day.
All the roads arc completely blockaded with

1

of

Parties

it

in

Jilockatle

Uunning.

New Yobk, Jan. 3.
Two brothers named Aaron and George
and
Messrs.
Wolff
Hotfmung. Benjamin and
F.ncasbceu have been arrested and conllned
in Fort Lafayette for being concerned in the
blockading runuiiig business. They shipped
goods to Nassau jier brig Goodhue, which
was subscijucntiy captured hy the steamer
Margeret A Jessie. Messrs. J. D. Young and
J. C. Hudd are also conllned in Fort Lafayette on a charge of shipping contraband
goods. Other parties are also visitadts to that
hotel whoso names have not l»ceu given to
the public. Tiie blockade running business
here is about played out.
There is no trutli in the statement that tho
Emperor Napoleon has made formal proposals
to our Government for recognition of French
authority in Mexico.
A sensation dispatch from Albany says the
new police commissioners will probably uppolnt Nelson J. Watcrbury Polica Superintendent, that two thirds of the police captains
will report to him, and that the Governor will
order out the entire militia of the city to support tiie claims of the new board.
The steamer Adriatic, from Galway 2-Y.l ult.,

lias arrived,

New York, Jan. 3.
Jno. Hughes, Arch Bishop of New York,
died to-night at 7.30 o’clock.

St. Louis, Jan. 2.
little business was transacted to-day
accouut of the weather or snowstorm of
Thursday. The weather has been intensely
cold, tlie mercury having fallen 24 degrees below zero, which is unparalled in this region.
All the railroads leading out of the city arc
blockaded with snow. No trains have arrived
The river is closed
or departed for two days.
this morning aud teams and pedestrians crossed the ice all the afternoon. A largo number
of cattle aud bogs were frozen to death on Ihe
weather bound trains on the North Missouri
railroad. There are quite a’liumbcr of frostbitten cases reported, some of them of a sciious character.
Cincinnati, Jan. 3.
The weather is moderating. It lias been
snowing since noon.

Very

on

From

Wft*liin(/ton.

Washington, Jan. 2.
U. S. Senator BowJen, of Virgiuis, died
here to-day of small pox.
Secretary Chase strenuously insists on
limiting the appropriations to bis means, and
iu providing by taxation for every dollar appropriated beyond the amount which can tie
certainly obtained by loans and that without
too largely increasing the public debt. He
asserts that the Increase of the expenditures
by additions to salaries or other compensation can only result in disappointment, unless
means to meet the Increase are provided by
legislation which allows it.
The Navy Department has received information of the capture, by the Connecticut, of
British schooner Sallie, from Nassau, off Wilmington, with a cargo of salt.
British prize schooner Ella, with a cargo of
salt from Nassau, captured olf Wilmington,

has arrived here.
Information has reached Washington that
many of the six mouths volunteers will re-enlist. Similar accounts continue to be received

rest>ectin*

veteran

regiments.

The weather is moderate. The thermometer
to-uight stands 33 atiove zero.
Arrest

far Murder.

Boston, Jan. 3.
George T. Bailey, a citizen aud shopkeeper
is
under
arrest
and
of Malden,
awaiting examination on suspicion of murdering young*'onverse and robbing the Malden Bank.
Bailey
testified at the coroner's inquest that he got a
check cashed at the counter of the bank only
a few minutes lie fore the murder and robbery
The warrant for Bailey's
were discovered.
arrest was issued on complaint of Geo. Jones,

Count Joauness, but the
special grounds of suspicion have not yet been
made public.
Maj. Thomas I). Amar3y and Lieut. Daniel
Davis, two rebel officers recently convicted by
court martial of recruiting within the Federal
lines, were conveyed to Fort Warren on sentence of fifteen years imprisonment.
better

known

as

Charleston—Rebel Lottery Silenced.
Nkw York, Jan. 3.
Advices from Folly Island of the SOtli ult.,
received per steamer Arago, state that our
guns opened on Charleston Christmas morning, lasting from 1 to 3 o'clock. Several fires
were kindled, which burnt for a considerable
period. The rebel batteries replied to our tire
but did no damage.
Gunboat Marblehead, iu Stone Inlet, was
fired into by rebel batteries, and had two men
killed and five wounded. Assisted by the
Pawnee she soon compelled the rebels to leave
their works.
Gen. Gordon, with a detachment of men,
landed later iu the day and took possession of
the works. The guns, two 8 inch sea-coast
howitzers were subsequently brought off by
Commander Batch.
The rebels had one
killed aud five wouuded.
I

rons

Baltimore, Jan. 3.

The train which left New York hist night
reached here at 7.30 this evening. The detention was caused by the ice in the Susqueh&nuak
river. A train left to-night at 10 o’clock expecting to get through. The mails for the
East have been forwarded by the Northern

Central railroad.

Nkw York, Jan. 3.
A special dispatch to the Ilcrahl, dated
Cumberland to-day, has the following:
“Many rumors continue to circulate in re-

gard to rebel movements, but up to this time,
there is not the least evidence that the enemy
intends to attack any of the points along the
railroad line. Some Bay the rebel movements
are made for the purpose of hunting up conscripts aud pressing every able, available man
found, into the rebel service.
Several cases of persons freezing to death
in consequence of the present cold weather
reported.
There is sleighing

are

at

Frostburg

and

at

Oakland. The thermometer was 16 degrees
below zero yesterday forenoon at 8 o’clock.
Skirml.lt at

II'inche.ter.

only a.scout, thougli several regiments

were

concerned.

SOCIAL LEVEES

FURCOODS!

From Fortress

Monroe.

Fortress Monroe, Jan. 3.
Gen. Butler left for Washington to-day, on
the steamer City of Hudson.
The. steamer Western Metropolis from Newport for New Orleans, put into Hampton
lioads for repairs.
Com inertial.

steamship Baltimore, oft' Cape Race
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Dec. 23.—The
sales for two day wore 7,000 bales including 1,500 to
speculators and exporters.

The

nnehanged.

and

Portland Spiritual Associate.
Thursday Evening,

Jan.

41s.
fallow firm.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET.
Sugar
steady. Coffoe inactive. Bice quiet. Ashes small
sales
SpiritsTurpeutine no sales. Petroleum firm,
refined Is lOd Is 1 Id. 17 i. asked for Crude.
Latest via Queenstown.

LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Dec.24 —The
sales for the week were 21,500 ba es, of which 3.000
were to simulators aup 6,000 to
exporters. The
market Tor American is quiet and unchanged, while
a decline of i (ffi ;jd was submitted to for inferior
surats. The sales to day, were 3,000 bale*, including
1.000 to speculators and
exporters The market:
closed dull aud unchange. Th^ autorized qrotatiss
New Orleans fairuomial: Motile nominal; Urland
fair nominal The stock injport is estimated at 250,
000 bales, of which, 35 000 are American.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Dec.2l. —Consols
@ 91 j for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES —Illinois Central rai.’road 25 'gi 21 dis; Eric Railroad 04 w 65.

closed at 91 j

Stock

New

Seejml Board.—Stocks steady.

American Sables!

Tiiop. F. Cummikgs,
Foster,
N.A.Blakcuakd;

J.J. Gilbert,
Thos. P. Boats,
JolinOldall,
John Curtis,
Mrs.

CHILDREN’S

ASSEhbliesT

Grand

a

Novelty Ball I

Hudson.132 $
6’s. 58
Harlem. U3j
United States one year certificates new. 98 j
American Gold,..-Ii2|

LADIES’ SKATING CAPS!

Ladies’ Fur Gloves!
Furs Made io Order;
EXCHANGED,

Managers —Mr. J. H. Barberick, Mr J.B. HackH. Phillips, Mr. G. II. True, Mr. M.

ly ft, Mr. W
McCarthy.

Company.

INTew

Oats—quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet.

Near the Post

have been perfected for a
popuiar addresses to bo

following

O

__

if

~

5

o
*

||

zz

<

a

oV,

Eben Steele,
Nathan Webb,
Wm. Willis,
Byron Greenougb,
Woodbnry Davis,
Edward Fox,
RonselaerCram,
Josiah H. Drummond,
31. A. Blanchard,
Geo. W. Woodman,
Geo. R. Davis,
N. A. Foster,
Geo. F. Talbot.
The income of the scries will be devoted to thm
United States Sanitary Commission.

%%

=

4 40 8. J.
4 40
4 40
4 2*
4 40
4 40
4 40
4 40
4 40
4 40

Libby

Liquors claimed by J.

8. Abbott
Janie-* Bradley, appl't
Richard R. buddy
l*aac Stevens
Arthur Lane

JLoring Josslyn
Same

44

*•

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

4*

4*

4

44

44

44

14

44

44
4 40
4 40 Mun. Court.
44
4 40
4 40 8. J. Court.
44
4 40
4 GO Mun. Court.
4 60
4 88 8. J. Court.
44
4 60
44
4 40
44
4 40
44
4 G8
44
4 08
4 4

ThomarCastleton
8ame
Almon L.

Emery

Same

E.

SICKLES,

Thursday, Jan. 7,1864.

Court. S. J. C.

4

delivered by

DANIEL

General

Major

5

$7127

.State rs. Alexander Fobs
Nehetniah C. Rice
Francis Murphy
John O. Ragan
Albion G. Lewi*
Kbeu Peudexter
Guorge Ilall
James Nowland
Janie* Jones et al
Fred’k M.

Israel Washburn, Jr.,
Horatio Stcbbins,

Samuel E. Spring,
John B. Brown,
James T. McCobb,
T. C. llcrsey,
Wm. W. Thomas,
John T. Gilman,

The next lecture will be

Jacob II. Clements
Same
Henry Haskell k Sam i
40 03 Muu. Court.
Lawry
44
John 8. Seal
25 11
44
James Devine
15 9 7
44
Nathan Atkiuson
7 0S
Same
2619 Mun. Court.
Patrick
and
Thomas Conley
19 01 S. J. Court.
44
23 75
George Harris
44
Same
8 43
44
William Causer
8 3)
Same
14 23
Thos. Cortield and Michael La'idrigau
1*72 Muu. Court.
Edw. L. Kimball and
F. Brown
IS 40 8. J. Court.
Charles A. Williams
7024 Muu. Court.
ira W. Clark
80 40
brrae
7 43 8. J. Court.
44
Solomon Elder
7 98
44
Same
32 31
Geo. II. Leavitt alids
74 07 Trial Jus.
Harry Lane
Same
8 23 S. J. Court.
John Brackett
46 86
44
Same
7 96
4
Thomas Newcomb
4 4 92
44
Same
15 80
44
Kneeland
30
10
Peabody
44
Fame
7 85
John Robert* and Cal44
vin Robert*
313 7 5
K unwell J .Carter and
Greenleaf Chute
G3 19 Trial Jus.
Samuel J. liaseltine,
10 GO Mun. Court.
appl’t
John II. Burke, appl't 9 lit
44
John Conway
12 60
44
8. Pearson
12 14
44
Lewi* A. Steven*,
21 56
‘4*
Grenville l) Miller
9 72
George U. St. John
44
andals
12 77
Charles H. Bailey
10 52
Albiou G. Lewis,•sci.
4 68 8. J. Court.
far.

Conley

4 4

44

4

44

Joseph

ORESTES A. BRONSON, «f New York,
Thursday, Jan. 14, 1S64.
FRED’K DOUGLASS,
Thursday, Jan. 21, 1864.

GEO.

London, Eng.
February, 1864.

44

New

44

York

from

44
44

Independent:

Collyer.

Rev. Robert

44

44
44
44

Maryland.

Kikosbukt,

Bknj.

44
44

Jr

44

FOR SALE & TO LET
44

Lot of Bed Blankets

Satinets, Cassiuieres,

44

A House and Lot of

Don’t forget to look at them if von want to
them in great variety, at the Middle street

44
41

44

44
44

To be Let.
lower part of house situated on Lincoln 8t.,
foot of Smith, containing six rooms.
Apply at

THE

44
44

t he

44

premises.

dec28 d 1 w

44

To Let.

44

THE

rooms over

the store of the subscriber,corner

of Fore and Exchange streets, now occupied by
Stephen Berry as a printing office. Possession given
1st of January. Apply to

44

44

dec29 dtf

BENJ.

FOGG.

*4

44

Far Sale

44

to Let.

or

and Lot corner of Congress and Temple
streets, recently occupied by Mr. Samuel
Chadwick. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
dec29 tf
Lime Street.

HOUSE

44

44
44

44

Men's Pesi.'J OutsiJe
When first

creditor safe? Are you a creditor with debtors, who will pay if they live, otherwise not? You
both need life-policies.
Xow i* the time. The co*t of insurance is actually
reduced to one-half the table rati *. You pay only
half cash; and you save one year’s divideud, or the
actual cost of one year’s
by entering note !
N. B. Clergymen specially favored.
30-32
JOHN NEAL,
Exchange Street.
dec8 2aw8w
er or

NOTICE.

Men’s P«eil Outside

ea*y

NUTTER,

Tip

Please remember
For

Plumer Bwls,

put
sale by
K

,vl.3M

as au

92

old

shoe.

Middle Street.

Presell Calf Plumer Boots, S3.W

“require

no

breaking in.”

sale by
K.

financial.

Philadelphia, Jan. 3.
The Subscription Agent reports the sales of
of 2,208,000; and during
amount
to
the
5-20's
the week 10,211,950. Deliveries of bonds are
b/mg made to Dec. 1st. The amount remaining unsold, does not probably exceed fifty
million dollar*.
Chesapeake Pirate Arrested.
St. John, X. B., Jan. 2.
Iyinus Seeley, another of the captors of
tlie Chesapeake, was arrested here yesterday
and lodged in jail,
Another

STREET,

PORTLAND,

REMO VAL.

laoa can.

genuiue article cau be relied upon at
K. NUTTER'S, 92 Middle Street.

Meu’s Sounl Double Sole Freurh Calf Plumer Boots,
Remember that the tdace to get
Plumer Root is at
E.

A

CO.j

NUTTER'S,

a

$7,50

genuine

92 Middle Street.

Pier.

FOR SAI.E BV
,

Kp. ?0 Expli logo Sttpet.

Book Card & Fanov Printing
NEATLT EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS

BOOTS

&

SHOES,

TT4c S3wcod

The Horse Kuilroad.

BY LIZZIE DOLTEN.

docjjUrJw]

eaa.

For sale In Portland
Twitch, II h Chapman.

TO

BUY

DRY

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Forest Avenue Railroad Co w ill be
held at the store f M. 1*. palmer, 144 M ddle street,
on Monday, the 4th day of January A D. 1864. at
4 o’clock, P. M., to choose Directors for the ensuing
year. Also to see it the Company will agree to auu
accept the right of way as granted iu and by au
order passed by the Mayor and Aldermen oi the
City of Portland. Dec. 7th, 1863. Also to act upon
auv other busiuess which may legally come before
them.
M.ti. PALMER, Sec'y.

IRIK

<

dec21eod-!w

i, at. 1*7
Wostenholm’s Celebrated Razors.
Evory
deoleoUUiw

roaor

aov6d*wu3m

“BE SI RE YOU ABE RIGHT.”

CHEAP!

GOODS
LOT OF

Life

for 33J ct*.—worth 60 eta.—
and a general assortment of Dress Goods, Domestics, Ac., selling very cheap for cash. Call and
examine.
declD dtf
GOWELL k MOKRILL.

warranted—for sole

by

CUAS. 1<aT, Jk,
141 Kiddie Struct-

■ AT aaoBTAlBBD

Tlie Old

PCRCIIA8K

Office

merchants,
OF-

EASTERN

MARKETS.

IITTBI.

OAICOYFI.

W. tt. I>.

-Refer by permittion

to—

Lester Sexton,J. M. Daraud k Co.. J. A. Benedict
k Co., Wisconsin lusuraocc Co. Bank, MUtcaukee; I
W. K. Muir, Detroit; Johta 1’orteous, Portland.
janl dim

NOTICE OK ANNUAL MEETING.
stockholders of the above Corporation

*

systems.

If

ing policy

—

sob

fear
targe dividends or

no

dividends

ssus-

al diviiiruds or triennial dividends—
quarterly or
imiaiisiwi payments. or payments alt at orns time
—Annuity Cvlicies. or Policies payable at one firm
age during the liife sf Ihe person insured, ftw (lias
for tlsa benefit of irires aad children,
beyond the
r, aek of creditors, or Policies for the Aeasfft
of endorser, or other creditors. Any of these
advantages
may be s cured.
All needful information cheerfully given, and tho
operation of the different systems explained, on apat this Agency.

plication

Cape Elizabeth Wharf and Marine
Railway Company.
fPHE

Etchaage Street.

not oaly a choice at the
a choice of the various
loss,
want the cheapssf plaa.or the katf
note an,I half cask plan—the mutual or tho
joint
slack syvtcm—the (• is
payments or noaforfeit*

$3 USM ul 124 MAI.1 STRUTS,
MILWAUKEE.Wisconsin.
C. X.

Acenoyi

y ou may have
\Vr 11ERE
Arsflnalitn
hat

FLOUR. GRAIN A PROVISIONS.
FOR

AT

ESTABLISH© IE 1843.

SIVYER & GASCOYNE,
General Commission

Insurance,

IN ALL ITS FORMS.

recelvod—selling

JUST

by W. F. Phillips, Davis

C. TOPPAX, It Black atone street, rutin

Wow is Youv Time!

•

w. D. LITTLE, Agent.

1(1*29 eodtxdfcwtiw

DiMOlutioH

oriopartacnhlp

Copartnership heretofore existing heiwtea
THE
the subscribers, under the style of TuCKRM A

are

1. hereby notified that their Annual Mcetiug will
be held at the Counting Hoorn of 1). T. Chase, Esq.,
Commercial st., head of Long wharf, on Monday,
January 4th, 1864, at seveu o’clock P. M for the
purpose of choosing the neces ary officers for the
ensuing year, and to act on any other business that
may legally come before the meeting
LEMUEL COBB, Clerk.
Portland, Dec. 28,1868.
d7t

j

WElli I KK, is this day dissolved by mutual eousout
L P. TUCKER,
R. 8 WEH8TEK.
Ilie business will be continued under the style at
K 8. WEBslEK A CO.
Portland, January 1,1964.

in

Mr. I,. F. Tec
our hou e.

Run

la this

Boston. Jan. 1,1864.

HAVANA OR ANGUS.

day admitted a partner
HATCH, JOHNSON ACO.
Jauldlw

Notice.

Havana

annual meeting ol the Stockholders
THE
Muck,at Water Power aad Mill Cessna
bo held at

Oranges,

Received direct from Cuba—for sale by
WM.
decdO edlw

ALLEN, Jr.,

Nos. 13

k 15 Exchange Street.

Dissolution.
partnership heretofore existing between

the
of Staples k Chammutual
berlain,
consent.
by
Parties owing the late firm are requested to make
immediate payment, aud those hating demands
against thorn will please present them tor pat mint.

under the
TilEsubscribers,
is this dar dissolved

«

of the
a • will
the I'uited Stales Hotel. In Fortlaad. oa
Wednesday, the 17thday ol January lust., ut 81 o'clock r. u.. for the choice ora Hoard of Directors
for Hie eusuil g year, and sueh other OOeera us the
By-taws of the Company require; and for tAetrUBaaction of such other business as shall legally noma
before them
It.N ATll'8 8AUGUST. Cladk.
Msekias, January 1. 1984.
deck! eodMw

name

CYRUS STAPLES.

81,1863.

IX,

jaullw*

quality

WOMEN’S, MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S

deck#

FROM THU I WUU LIFU.

K O II l \ N 0 \

assortment of first

E. NUTTER'S, lit l?liddlc Street*

Street.

POEMS

H

good

Can be found at

dec8l*8\v

U

3A L T-MAJt UFA CTUMIMO
CO., Fatontesa and sols Maaafftetaraaa.
Beware of Counterfeits! Be ms you bay tho laon

HARRIS BROTHERS.

Dec.

HAVE REMOVED TO

^

rg.Y.YS ri VASIA

Commercial Street,

ABIA I'M AM BERLA

Commercial

NOTION.
Tht genuine Sapouiffer la only pat ap la 1-lh. Irwm
caas, by tha

CARROLL’S NEW BLOCK,
Corner Portland

ECONOMY I

Kvery family can make lie own lag from waato
kitchen areas* at a coat of oaly (par oomta per
pound with Sapouiffer, ahiah la (Arcs tieekss (As
tirmglk of Cotask.
tY-Fall directions acco may each ano-poaad

The Subscribers hare removed to

Meu's Pemed Oulsido Tap French Calf Plumer Bools, Nti.W

REMOVAL.

No. 6i

Family Soap-Maker.

FEUCHTWAMGER & ZUNDER,
Maixk.

NUTTER, 92 Middle Street.

THE

of the 7 th Maine Heyitnent.
Boston, Jan. 3.
The Maine 7th, 150 strong, under command
of Maj. J. P. Jones, will arrive per the Wormier road at 2 A. M. Monday and depart for
Portland by the 7 I -2 train on the Boston &
Maine railroad. They eonje hoipe to recruit.

LYft.

BLOCK),

ECONOMY !

3000

A

0#»ice Grand Trunk K. W. Co
j
j
Portland, January 1, 1864.
Interest, due this day, on the Deferred Kent
issued
to
the
shareholders
ol
the
Atlantic
Scrip
& ‘St. La wrence Railroad Company, will be paid at
this office on and after this date.
The stockholders who have not received their
scrip, are particularly reque sted to call and take it.
Oil AS. K HARRIOTT,
for G. T. K. W. Co.
jtn’j codis& w2w

Tip

on are as

premium

Ilf turn

*

OB COXCBXTBATBD

NEW DRY GOODS STORE!

-FOR TH*

father!

&■

see

Land.

Washington and Muuroe
kill, feet on Washington street,
1 **ai

MEAD,
County Treasurer.
jau2 dlaw &w3w29

ROGERS

oas

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

A NEW

on the corner of
streets, lorty-two
and ninety-seven
feet ou Munroe street. l*rice ont thousand
dollars. Payments to suit the purchaser. Apply at
136 Spring street.
dec2b 3w is*

44
44

What
children than a
UPR-VOLlCt?
Are you a debtor, and want to make "your endors-

JOHN T.

Mereary, Antimony, Arsenic, ha. Haxdradk who
troubled with stiff joints, weak banka, ami vastother difficulties, the direct cease of nfith in
nine cases out of ten, is the effect of
poisonauadruga
can be restored to natural strength aad vkor hr Un
^
use of from dva to eight Baths.
Office Loan from I o’clock A. a. to 1 r. a. 1 U
M
to
t r. a.
<; and7
Coasaltatlon Free.
Jylt leodt
are

Largo varieties of Table Linens, Toweling*, Linen
Cambric Handkerchiefs, and Hue Merino Ladies’
Black Hose just received.

A

corps. The rebels have erected w inter quarters ou the lieiglhs in the of the town.

;

Cloths

FOR BOYS' AND MEN'S WEAR.

For Sale.

44

For

Washington special dispatch says Fredericksburg is occupied by a division of Ewell's

a

_

Bsstrlekly

44

Christmas and .Yew Year's Gifts.

ARE

GOODS!

dedM-iidtf

THOMAS It

married mau? or a
you
more gratifying girt for wife or

Flannels;

,) Arrangements.

Plumer Patent Boots I

a

LADIES
Who have cold hands and Wat; weak stomachs
lame and weak hacks;*herrooa and dak taataks;
dizzintss and swimming ia tbs hand, with Indian
tion and constipation of tha bowsis; polo la thoBBo
and back: lercorrbma, (or whitasl;womb with internal cancers; taaaoia,
all that long train os diseases will tad
ity a sure means of ears. For paiafhl
too proftise menstruation, aad all oft_
of troubles with yoang ladies,
Isa
_I
specific, and will, la a short time, restore tha sifts II
to the vigor of health.
tw~ He hoes an gteetro-Ckraeical Apparatus tat
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, sash as

Cotton and Wool Domestics!

dec22

91318 89

Portland, Dec. 31, 18*53.

DRESS

of

Tickets for the Course,.C1.S5
Single Tickets,.35 cts
Sale limited to the capacity of the Hall. To be
had at the bookstores, hotels, and other usual places.
Horatio Stkbbimi,
\
Committee
Jacob McLkllax,
of
{

44

bitten limbs restored, the nneonth dshrnMss r%.
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weak mom to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear aad
the palsied torn to more upright; the hlemtehes ot
youth are obliterated; the aeendmts of aakare Wo
prevented; the calamities of old ago ahvlaked, aad
aa active circulation maintained.

Keceived from New York daily.

Chicago; lion. Andrew Johnson, Military Governor
of Tennessee, and ilou. Reverdy Johnson, Senator

44

The Ithenmatie. the
gouty. the lam lad the lb,
leap with Joy, and move with the agility aod elastioity or youth; the heated brain la aoelad; the frost

buy

Just in, a lot of Cloths and Beavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by the yard, cut aud made up into
the most Ihshionable styles,«t the loweat Hynm.

Correspondence is going on with Hon. Daniel 8.
Dickinson, of New \ork: Theodore Tilton, of the

44

By EHeotrlolty

of Portland and vicinity
Why should the
not trade at a
where they can
ae cheap
in New York or Boston, and where they can purchase DKY GOODS on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
back again and remain standing customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a fair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

dee4 dtr

44
44

complaints.

INIAB THE POST OFFICE.)

WENDELL PHILLIPS, Eaq.,
Third week in Feb. 18G4.

44

every ease that can bo preseated; I
tis. strictorw of the ohest, and nil

NEW DBY GOODS STOBE.

(FOX

44

44

St. Vitas’ Dt
ring
hesitancy of spacoh,
tion, constipation and livsr eo

or paralysis,
palsy
w
or

THOMPSON,

Second week iu

44

Street,

people
place

practical Bootriaiaa Or twaatf-

perfnotly

ZUNDER,

ruth to their

No. 81 RIDDLE

Rev. ROBERT COLLYER, of Chicago.
February 4th, 1861.
Hon.

a

a

years, and ia also a regular graduated
Electricity ia
adapted to
In the form of nervoa* or aiok i
lo tliv head, neck,or eatremities; <
In the acute stages or where the lungs a
involved; scute or chronic rhmasthw,
diseases, white .welling*, spinal
of the spioe, contracted maasis

NEW GOODN !

HALL,

named citizens:

Oliver Gerrish,
St. John Smith,

S

*“*

General Bill

of the

Lynch,
BenJ. Kingsbury, Jr.,

entitled “An Act relatingto Fines and Costs of Criminal Prosecutions," approved March 27th, 1868.

Prosecution*.

CITY

by distinguished gentlemen from different parts of
the country, on the great absorbing theme of daily
life and thought—The Nation;—uuder the auspices
John

TKKAftU&KR'ft Office, Dec. 31,1363.
STATEMENT of Costa of Criminal Prosecution*,
Ik5 allowed by the Supreme Judicial Court, at the
November Term, A. D. 1863, made in coufotmitv with
the requirement* of an act of the Legislature of Maine,

—

NEW

Still keep up

as

ten

or

Dr. D. has been
one

Office,

No. 81 Riddle

U. S. SANITARY COMMISSION.
series of eight
ARRANGEMENTS

April.

thaa a

(FOX BLOCK)

Country,

Jacob McLellan,

County of Cumberland.

Mittens,

price

FEUCHTWANGER A

janl dtd

IN AID or TH*

Market.

New York, Jan 2.
Flour—firm; State*. 25 (© 6 86; western 6 25 ^
7 60; South, rn 7 65 S 10 75; Canada 6 »0 @ 8 90.
Wheat—quiet* Red Western 1 53 g? 159.
Corn—quiet; Mixed Western 130.

and

“It is easier to par

COURSE

State of the

delivered in
New York

Gloves

a small
I arse one.”

-ON THE-

scrip,.117J

Erie.108i

timt

Boys' Skating Caps;

City Hall,

LECTURES !

Michigan Southern. R64
Now York Central.132}

Cleveland k Toledo.ltfl
Chicago k R< ck Ulaud.1231
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago. 85j

During that time wa have treatoo
a large number of patients with woodenvi snoossa.
and curing persons in sash a short apson of Ume
the question i, often naked do they stay unit
la
this question we will say that nil that do not
stay
cured we will doctor the second time Or notMag
This, with tbesnecees we have mot with, is a sort
guarantee that onr services are apprsniatsd. Thenfore. lest patieats should delay oomii g Or Oar wo
shall sot stay long enough to fivs the tost, wo wO
b re say that wo aboil stay ia this city at Want a a til
noat

Freach Otter Hats;

Back

at

INDEPENDENT

34?

Cleveland k Pittsburg.•...log*
Galena k Chicago,.105?

city

decll-twedla

Reading.113

Illinois Central

respectfully announce to the cttiauEo at
Portland and vicinity, that ha It, boom h this
WOULD
roar month,.

Cloth Hats, for Goat's Wear;

LE VBB!
Annual Levee in aid of the Ministry at

Electrician,

CORNER OPCONORESS AND ELM STREETS,
lot of

s new

to

THE
Largo, will be held

DEMIlie,

No.il Clapp’s mock,

AND BEPA1BED.

ALTEBKD

Now open

the Course, 83 50; first half, #1 75 ; Single Tickets, 75 cts; Gallery Tickets, 25 cts
Music by ( HANDLER'S QUADRILLE BAND.
Dancing to commeuce at 8 o'clock.
jaul
Tickets

Medical

will be in attendance

Camp Berry Brass Bakd

THE AFFLICTED /

TO

DR. W.W.

during the Course.

Dancing to commence at 7) o’clock.
Tickets 25 cents.

York, Jan. 2.

LADIES’ FUR HOODS!

Hall,

Commencing TUESDAY EVENING, January 5tli,
1804. and continuing every Tuesday Evening folwith

FIRS!

jan2

The Managers of the Union Assemblies beg
leave to return their sincere thanks for past
favors, and would announce that, at the request of many friends, they will give another
of SIX ASSEMBLIES at

lowing, closing

TIIE

-WITH-

In grest variety..

8 o’clock.
jy Dancing
MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

JCourse
Lanoastor

Collector's OrrlCl,
I
District of Portland and Pnlmontk. (
Portland. Dm. IT, UN.
)
following described merchandize he.lag
been forfeited for violEtlon of tbe loiiat
Law, or the United State,, public notice ol awid
seizure, having been given, and no claim to said
good, having been made, they will be hH at public auction at tbe Old Custom House, at this poet, oa
Saturday, January ninth, 1884, at ElETEE o'clock
A. M. to wit
Three piece, Woolen Cloth.
One Thousand “gars.
Five Hbl,. Sugar.
Seven Hbla. Molasses.
Three Watuhee.
I. WASHBURN, Ja., Collector.
decU d3w

Capes, Collars and Mnfls!

For the Course, *1 60 ; Single Tickets—Gentlemen
60 cents, Ladies 86 Cents.

UYIOY

Sale ol Forfeited Woods.

!

Fitch and River Sublet

Wm.E. Smith,
S. A. Nash,
P. Heed,
Frank llanson,
Mrs. Carle.

Humphrey,

Squirrel

Siberian

And of

Tennessee

Canton

Ivliclclle Street.

Hudson Bay Sables!
Tickets may be had of the Committee of Arrange-

registered,.105

United States 6’s 1881

Oasli,

SHAW’S!
136

Tuesday Evening, January -%lh.

Market.

1‘ATIKN, Auctioneer.
January
A. II., ox the
corner of Kim
storied house and Land.
street,
The House ia in thorough repair, contains parlor and
••‘ting room, tix sleeping rooms, two dining rooms,
one store and one below, large kitchen,
washioom.
closets, clothe* presses. und store-iotms ia abundance, good cellar, two cemented cisterns, end the
entire house heated by lurnaces and lighted with
gas. <,ood stab!*' and wood aheda,ample yard room,
with a uwer lading well of excellent water. Lot
b) feet on Cumberland, by luO ou Kim street.
For investment or occupancy this Is one Of the
most desiraki* pieces ot property that baa beta offered to the public this season. It will be sold oa favorable terms, and may be examined previous to
sale by calling on the Auctioneer, No. tf
Exchange
afreet.
deem

Hall.

Me<?hanies’

l»io|H>rty ot Aoettoo.

KDWAKDM.

A T

7, 1864,

SALES.

Monday,
4th, at li
No. 179 < uiubcrland,
ONpreiui.-cn,
will be sold the three

for

Olioap

series of SIX

a

-AT-

market closed quiet

LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF'S MARKET—The
market is qulei and steady.
Wakefield. Nash &
Co., and others, report Flour, steady at dull prices.
Wheat quirt and steady; Winter Red 8s
8s Od.
Corn firm; mixed 30s GJ.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET. —Beef
dull and unchanged. Pork iuactivo.
Bacon quiet
and steady. Butter steady. Lard steady at 40 ^

Valuable City

—FOR 8 A L*—

to commence at

Per

AUCTION

-BY-

N. A.

New York, Jan. 3.

Advices from Cumberland, Md., of the 1st
states that our pickets at Winchester were
driven in to Bunker Ilill. In retreating they
took four rebel prisoners, whom they had to
abandon in eonsequenco of meeting a superior force of the enemy. We lost one or two
men.
It was thought the enemy's movements

MISCELLANEOUS.

ments

44

The Late Rebel M or e incut.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

fIIIIIS Association will give
JL LEVEES, commencing on

of Railroad Trains.

Detention

snow.

was

foreign exports from
#239,107,75.

this port last week, amouuts to

car- The Boston Journal's Augusta

X. Y., Jan. 2.
A terrible snow storm has been raging here
for the last twenty-four hours. The thermometer this evening stood at 8 deg. below.
Four
hundred feet of East pier has been washed
vessels
Several
have
broken
away.
away from
their moorings and the shipping was badly

New

ard, on Exchange Street, lets laid iu a large
supply of the best books for that purpose. He
has just added to his assortment “The Boy
The Young Men of the Bible,”
Patriot,”
published by the American Tract Society, aud
The Lime Burner
and “Andy Hall,” the
Mission Scholar in the Army, from the press
of Henry Hoyt, Bosffm.

for the benefit of the association.

AND HUNGARY.

Oswego,

of Areh Bishop Hughes.
New York, Jan. 2.
Ardi Bishop Hughes still continues to live
hut is in a very low condition. A few mote
hours may be added to bis life, and lie may
die at any moment. He is beyond recovery.
Death

F. & F. A.

THE

For Coughs. Cold* aud CousuiuptloH.
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam Is the mod
highly approved medicine ever discovered. It
htts stood the best of all tests. Time, having had an
unprecedented sale of nearly forty years. It is

THE

recommended
nent citizens,
who know it.
to almost any

our best physicians,
by
the
the

our

most emi-

f*ress,
Trade, in foot by a»
For certificates, w hich can be given
ei^teut, soc wrappers to each bottle.
The proprietors will cheerftillv refund the money 11
not out rely satisfactory. Price 50 cents and 18: the
large bottles much the cheapi-nt. lie careful to yet
the genuine, which is prepared only by HEED, CUTTER A CO., Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Boldin
doc8 i. dtiin
Portland by dealers generally.

SMALL

Found.
WALLEf. containing

* small »um of
have by calling at
paying for this adver.

A mouey. which the owner
No. 361
aud
Congress street,

can

J

Fortfoad. Dec 31.

Custom House Wharf.
Annual Meeting of the Proprietors of Custom House Wharf for the choice of oncers and

transacting any other business that may coine befbic
them, will be holdeu on Mouday, Jan. 4th. 1464, at
10 o'clock. A. M., at the office of Joseph W. Dyer,
Esq., ou Commercial Street.
CHARLES M. 11A UK KB. Clerk.
Portland, Dec. 26,1863.
doc28 dlw

ilailNal.

SAKS will leave Clark Street aad Grand Trank
Depot every twn.lv -Hie minutes.
First Car leaves Clark street at 7.U A. H aad
(■rand Trunk Depot at 7 40 A. M.
Last Car loaves Clerk street at Mi. p. M. aud
Grand Truuk Depot at 9.50 F. M.

( s'

«««»■.

fcjj.

Copartnership Notice.
this day admillvd AMO8 L. mi l.ljy
as au equal partner in my
Grocery buaiaesa.
Hereafter lire busiaess will be conducted under tba
style end name of WILSON A MILLETT alike
old stand, 373 Congress street.
WILLIAM L. WILION
Fort and, Jan. 1,1S84.
jaul-lwtaodtf

I

HAVE

Portland

iilanufuclnrlng

Co.

a
FIN AL dividend of the assets of the Fortlaad
Xu. Mauulaoturing Co., will he paid to the Stock,
holders at the Merchants' Hank, ua aad altar
the
15tb lust. For order of the Dirretors

RUFU8 R. WOOD. Treasurer
Portland. Doc. 14, lt>03.
isdlm’
_

Hnnovv.;,

[•’

McKKNNRI

lVrlllnd 1C"

A CO., have removed to Car•»'«' header

r**'

Portland, Jan 1,1864.

din*

Van Deusen’s Worm Confsotioa*.

••I'MUDKUM Cltr POX TUKM"'
H- H. Hit, Ull'dGItT,
*
*
Fortlaad,

deeJi-eodSn

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

MAINE CENTRAL KAIL,HOAD.

MISCELLANY.
given of answering

Au original instance is
two questions at a time:

COAL

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Pitrenix Insurance Company

of a curious misunderstanding;
“1 come for the saw, sir,” said an urchin.
“What saucer?”
“Why, the saw,sir, that you borrowed.”
“I borrowed no saucer.”
“Sure you did, sir—borrowed our saw, sir.”
“Be off, I never borrowed your saucer.”
“But you did, sir,—there’s the saw, sir, now,
sir.”
“Oh! you want tac sate.'”’

ance

48

$63,040 06
on hand and in banks,
"
36,896 52
in hands of and due from agents,
17,600 CO
Real estate owned by the Company,
38,400 00
ofreal
ou
estate,
Amount loaned
mortgages
111,740 00
on pledge of bank stocks,
272.897
00
market
value,
8,123 shares bank stocks,
11,600 00
100 Holyoke Water Power Co.’s bonds,
00
11,250
20 New Britain Water bonds,
93,160 00
State and City bonds,
74,640 40
United States stocks,
1,663 61
Accumulated interest and investments,
Cash

*•

Amount of premium
Liabilities for losses,

nature to growl over everything that is
not pleasant, and to take as a matter of course
the blessings of God.

gardener
ragged coat,

old

eslablishinent^vUh a very
passing remark upon its condition.
verra guid coat,”said the honest old man.
“I cannot agree with you there,” said his lordihip. “Ay, it’s just a'verra guid coat,” per-

W. D.

CUMBERLAND

St.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

#n.SO-...CHEAP COAL.

rassenger

Trains will

Chestnut

(Sundays excepted) as follows:
land for Bath, Augusta and Skowliegan

Leave Skowliegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 35 A. M.
freight Trains, Portland and Skowhcgan daily.
B. II. CUSHMAN,

Coal and Wood!
-AT

Manager and Superintendent.

Improved

Latest

RAILWAY

Our Coal is of the very BEST
ranted to give satisfaction.

Up

The superior points of this Wringer

over

others

Smith and Brown running opposite ways
round a corner struck each other. “Oh,dear,”
says Smith, “how you made my head ring.”
“That's a sign its hollow,” said Brown. “Didn’t
yon is ring ?” said Smith. “No,” said Brown.
“That’s a sign its cracked,” replied his friend.

E. CHAPMAN, Jr., Agent.

oc9dtf

Leave Portland for Boston, at 8 45 a.

x.

sale

subscriber, being impressed with the great

excellence of these Instruments, and their adapTHE
tation either for small churches,
parlors,

my deal.

vestrys, or
citizens of Portland

offers them for sale to the

and

vicinity.

The mauulkcturera have the written testimony of
hundred of the best Organists and Musicians,
both foreign and native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of the kind that they
have ever seen. Among the test! nouials of such as
Thai berg, Morgan and Zundel, is the following from
Gottscbalk :
“J1**8U8. Masoh & 1Iaxliv:~I congratulate
you oa the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
even’ household of taste and refinement that can
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your Cabinet
instrument, worthy of
Organ' is truly a
the high praise it has received, and far superior to
everything of its class I have seen. I take pleasure
in commending It most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beside the Piano Forte, to which It is a
for rendering
from its
fiuo
much delightful music, sacred, secular, classic ana
not
Piano
is
adapted."
popular, to which the

An elegantly dressed young lady recently
entered a railway carraige, where there were
three or four gems, one of whom was lighting
a cigar. One of the “gents” asked if smoking
would iucommode her. She replied: 1 do
not know, sir; no
gentleman has ever smoked
in my presence.”

over a

suit reTroy.—In
Liquor”
cently brought before a Justice’s Court in
Troy, involving a matter of liquor the defendant further answ ering says that the liijuor
plainti 11’ seeks to recover for, was nothing
more than Iwcnty-two cent whisky colored
with logwood, tuubark, tincture of bedbugs,
old bool-legs and copperas; that he sold this
vile stuff at retail to defendant's customers,
and that they died—to his damage in two
hundred dollars.
a

charming

complement,

capacity

GOTrSCUALK.

j

New York.22d Sept., 1863.
These Instruments may be found at the Musio
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers’ prices.
m

*

H. S. EDWARDS,
No. 349 1-3 Btewart’* Block, Congress Bt.

“.Sam,” said au interesting young mother to
her youngest hopeful, “do you know wbat ttc
The
difference is between the body and soul
soul, iny child, is what you love with, the
body carries you about, 'ibis is your body
(touching the little fellow's shoulders and
arms;) but there is something deeper in; you
ran feel it now; wbnt is it?”
“O, I know,”
said Sam, with* llash of intelligence in his
eyer, “that's iny flannel shirt!”

dec!)

dtf_

removed his residence to No. 37 Middle
Street, corner of Franklin street.
Office as heretofore. So. 116 Exchange Street, in
Noble’s Block, up stairs. Office hours from 9 to 10
A. M., from2 to 3. and from 8 to 9 o’clock P. M.
Dr. N. will continue, in connection with general
practice, to give special attention toDISEASES OF
ocSl
FEMALES.
and
AD.
•

REEVES. Fashionable Military, Naval
Civic Tailor,
98 Exchange Street.

COATS,
made to order, at the short notice ol
DRESSSuits

Ward, out West says: “We haiu't
got any daily newspapers in our town; but
we've got a female sewing circle, which answers the same purpose.”

ness

12

hours, at

A. D.

REEVES, 98 Exchange St.
zouave

habits,
jackets,
Riding
Fancy Waists for Ladies, cut and made to
98
at
A. D.
St.

der,

and

Exchange

REEVES’,

DESCRIPTION of Garments for Men

and Boys cot at short notice, at
EVERT
A. D.
98

Exchange Street.

REEVES’.

in the sh&i»e of Clothing for Men
and Boys made to order with neatness and disA. D. REEVES',98 Exchange St.
patch,at

EVERYTHING

INSURANCE.

OF CLOTHS,
VARIETY
hand at
ings always
A. D.

REEVES’, 98 Exchange 8t.

_

Company,

MILITARY and Naval Officer can be
A fitted out at the Tailoring Establishment ot
A D REEVES, 98 Exchange St.

January 27th, 1868.

SPECIAL
Jackets, Pants and Overcoats at
novlO dtf
A. D.
98
REEVES’.

American and

Seven Million Dollars.

_

interest,until

B O BTQ N
an extensive
of upwards oft wen
ty yeais,continues to secure Patents in the United .States; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats,
Bonds,
Assignments,and all Papers or Drawings for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of any
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar. Assign,
ments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in Now Englaud, but through it inventors have advantag< s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions,
suby, if not
perior to, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT T11E PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, be
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charges for
services so moderate.
The immense
ice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of speciticationaand official decisions relaivc to patents.
These, beside* hi ••xtensive library of legal and
mechanical works,and full accouut* or patents grant< in the United States and
Europe, render him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

practice

AFTER

re*

Dividend Jan. 27th, 1863, 40 per it.
$12,753,730

unsurpassed

1,740,000 !

Total profit* for 201 years,
814,493,730
The Certificates previous to 1861, have
been redeemed by cash,
10,273,560

TRUST EES.
John D-Jones, A. P. Pillot,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
Charles Dennis, Leroy M.Wiley, J. Henr Burtrw
W. H. II. Moore, Dan’lS. Miller, CorneliusGrluuell
Thos. Tile* ton,
8. T. Nicoll,
C. A. Hand,
Josh'a J.Henry,Watt* Sherman,
Henry Colt,

pract

E. E. Morgan,
B.J. Howknd,

immeasurably

professional

Lewis Curtis.
David Lane,
Chas. H. Russell. .lames Bryce, Benj. Babcock,
beyond
Lo well Holbrook, Win.Sturgis,Jr., FletcherWeetray. i taining patents.
II. K. Bogert,
P. A. Hargous,
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to proR. B. Mifturn.Jr.,
A. A. Low.
a patent, and the usual great
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gan*,
j cure saved
delay there, are
Win.
E.
Fred.
here
inventors.
Dodge,
Royal Phelps,
Chauncey,
Caleb Barstow, Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN I). JONES. President.
TKRTIMOIIl LB.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one ofthe most capable and
W. U. H. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres’t.
successful practitioners with whom I have had offi
cialintercourse.”
CHARLE8 MASON,
forwarded and OPEN POL1CIE
!
Commissioner of Patents.
Applications
by
”1
have
no
hesitation
in
procured
assuring inventors that
they cauuot employ a person more competent and
JOHN W.
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their applications iu a form to secure for them an early and
Ho. 166 Fore St., head of
Wharf, favorable consideration at the Patent Office.”
EDMUND BURKE,
Maine
I'orliund,
fot>9 me llimodA wf»t34
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for mcTUIRTEEN apon
all
one of which patents have been
but
plications,

miNDER,
Long

Statement

& Mechanics' Ins. Co.,J
Traders OF
LOWELL, MASS.
-—

stock

ASSETS.
i*. 9 Stuck, market value,
•'

Hank
Loans

••

ou mortgages,
Other stock investments, market value,
Due
Irom
%
agents,
< aeb In Hank,
Pmnium Notes, mutual,

Liabilities
"

••

stock.

JOHN TAGGART.
Dnringelght months, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on tiejc* rejected applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE ofwhich
was decided iu his favor,
by the Commissioner cf
Prtcnts£. H. EDDY
ianfteodly

42.730 14
39,361 58

£33 905 00
28.627 00
43 292 14
22,337 84

American

1.682 To

2^246

98

j.BUO
286 89

Agent for FcrilnuJ uud Yiciuil},
J. D. 6EAVEY,at 94 Exchange St.

Exchange

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

121.794 00

17"Risks taken at fair rates.
No assessments l,ave been made in the Hulun!
Department lor more than 15 vears, and a large
DIVIDEND is returned.

doc id eod8w

j

$59,000 00

1, 1563.
C. H. COBURN. President,
E. i\ Sukkman, Secretary.
HlDKLtasx as.,Nov.27, 1863—Sworn lo before mc
J. K. RooKita, Justice of tha Feac*.
Correct statement Nov

Such unmistakgranted, and that is noic
able proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
to procure their patents, as they may bo sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, aud at very reasonable charges.”

pending.

-OF THE—

Capita! Stock all paid in,
Surplus, mutual department,

2.45
8.06

6.22
6.30

3.15
A

9.30
9.40
10.00

7.24

10.30
1) 46

r.

10.16
7.17 10 22
7.35

do

ARTIFICIAL

X.
3.30
3.38
3 55

M.

6.36
6.43
7.00
7.12

OK

NEW YOKE.

Capiial 9300.000,
!

lu.urr Building.. Mcrrhaudiaa. Ilouarhrld Furniture, Rrnls, Lenars, Veaarla uu thr Kiorka, and other Peraonnl Property at me I.owrat rrlra.

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretnr.
EDWARD SHAW, Agent, m Middle Blreet.
OCI27 lyeod

LEG,

\

4.07
4.30

**

charge.
Very large numbers
being supplied at the Boston House,
PALMER k CO..
Apply to

ocll9 wltstf

STEAMBOATS.

subscribers

NORTH AMdecl6

Will, until
follows:

further notice,

Eclectic medical
delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS-Dr. Hughes has
for number of years confined his attention to
PRIVATE
certain class.
a

Double

diseases of

a
During his practice he
ha? treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, aud a cure guaranteed
in all ca«i**. Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedie*. fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient: cure# without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new ca*e» in a few boors; cures without the dreadful consequent effocts of mercury, but
is snro to annihilate (he rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredient# aro entirely vogot
bio. and no injurious effect, either constitutional!
locally, can bo caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who aro troubled with seminal
bad habits in youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
a
head, forgetfulness, sometimes ringing In the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif negleoted, are speedily and permanently

ple

by

sanity

LOUR. GRAIN, SEEDS. PROVISIONS, LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

run

as

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,

All correspondence strictly confidentialaad will t
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No.6 Templo Strect,(oornor of M ddle),
Portland.
lull—dfltwtf*
WBend stamp for Circular.

generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest

;

and cheapest routos.

No. 162 SOUTH WATER ST.

Chicago, Illinois.
and
7o’clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
Rkfxrcncbs—31 essrs. Maynard k Sons; n. & W
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Checkering; C. II. Cummings k Co.; S.U.Bowdlear
Friday, at 6 o'clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.SI.60
j fcCo.; Chariot A. Stone; llallett, Davis k Co., of
"
I Boston, Mass. Cashier Elliot Hank. Boston. J. N.
on Deck. 1.26
Baoon, bo President Newton Bank, .fewton. C.
Freight taken as usual.
B. Collin: Warren Ellis k Sons, New Y’ork City
The Company are not
for baggage to
responsible
Jy9 '68 dly.
amount
any
exceeding S50iu value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
p.O. Box 471.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Monday,
at

every

Friday,

passenger for
Feb. 16,1863.

one

every $500 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agont.

Home

BEMIWEEKLY

LINE.

CASH CAPITAL
a

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P M and leave Pier
8 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.

These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
oomfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 87,00, including Fare and State

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
asearly as 8 P. M., on the day that then

leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 8ti West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6.1832.
dtf

HATCH &

EXTRACTED

Prooctl d3m

*

;

FURNISHING GOODS.
130
Exchange Street.

304

REUBEN HIGGINS
oc6dlaw&wtmchl6

Bushels
BIB LET

Street.

KimiacBS.Drs. Bacon and Bkkslin.

Portland, May 26,1868.

tf

[

(f

"

Of

superior quality,

PORTLAND, ME.

Blacksmith acid Furrier.
The undersigned, (for the past tumnior
engaged in carrying on Mr..Mi. Harmon s
shop.) has now located himself in the shop |
1 «o long
occupied by Mr. John Averil), at

dec21

disposed of his entire interest in his
Office to Dr. 8.C FEKNALD, would cheerfully
roccommend biui to his former patients and the public. Dr. Pishnald, from long experience, is prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Rase,'*

HAVIN(i

and allother methods known to the profession.

Portland, May 26,1868.

if

those that are troubled by interfering—in
especially
this branch of the business lie has been
successvery
ful, and warrants a CVUC in all Casus, after
fair trial.
W*Uaab paying customers are invited to call.
A D-TVLkr.
»
Portland, Nov. 10,1803.
...

Ow MW&F

for sale by
H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland

Pier.

a

CHASE BROTHERS & CO.,

Widgory's Wbarf.

Look, Look,

Sure to do Good and

do Harm.

cannot

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
The Ureal Female Itemedy

J'l..

No. S

A Bit URTTKB THAN ALL

SAWYER.

PILLS, POWHKRS If QUACK PREPARATIONS.

Exchange Street,

Are prepared to oilfer to the trade
selected stock of

Foreign

J. C.

Looli.

COLLEY

taken the Store formerly occupied by Johm
H. Shkrhukxk. 308 OongresdStreet, where
he is prepared to do all kinds of

nAS

Furniture KcpuiriiigA Varuishiug
-ALSO-

LOUNGES and MATTRESSES constantly
dec'J dtf

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

Fruit 8tore formerly occupied
by

and

a

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

large and well

ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

Domestic Fruit!

Wholesale and Retail

0,“*M
Syrucr Gan,
Lawaiea
Lemon.,
Canary Seed.
Caadira,
Limes, «
Lemon Syrap.
Haney,
Ceeaa Mala.
Praaea,
Figs.
Cilrea,
Mala, all klada. Da lea,
Ollrea,
Raisins,
Tabaeea,
Sardlaea,
Cigar.,
fancy Caadiea ef all deacrlpllaa.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
THE GREAT FEMALE REMfcDY.
«

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
ARP

oct# dtf

BETTER TVAH ALL, PILLS, POWDERS
AXD QUACK MEDICINES.

NEW FUNERAL CAR.
mHE aubacribcr moat reepectfelly bora Imre to la.
M. form the citizens ol Portland and
vicinity that
be has been
with nil tho
appointed an undertaker,
*® bnrT or remove tho
(toad that the superintendent haa, and ia now
ready

LyouN Periodical Drop*
Are Sure to *Io Good ami cannot
<lo 1 lann.

to attend to that
in tho moat careful manner.
I burn a new FUNERAL CAR, auoh aa ia used almoat entirely in Boston, New York, and other
large
citiea, which I propose to uae at tho fuucraJa I attend
ia undertaker, at the aarae
price that other undertaken charge for the city hearse, and
nothing extra
from the old price. The poor
alwaya liberally coa•idered by
JA8. X.
Sexton of Rev. Dr. Shatter's Church.
tyRaainuaca No. 7 Chats!. 8tk«ut. lytS'tAm

doty

Lyon's Periodical Drops

CURRIER,

KNIGHT 8r

Country Produce

THE OBS.AT FEMALE HEMEDY

FROST,

and

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

Commission

Are better than all Pill*, Powder*,
And ttnack Preparation*.

MERCHANTS,
-DBALBRS

l>-

Butter, Egfi, Beaus, Potatoes, Ac.
Ho. 2 LIME 8TBEET Portland, Me.
«. P

XK18HT._novj

F. M.

dtf

ha.

Lyon's Periodical Drops,
-are-

»norr.

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.

CABSLEY,

Price, $1 |icr Roltle.
F.or utle by all DrnjfglaU. At wholesale by W.
Phillips, H. If. Hay k Co., Portland.
*11*22 eodly

CABINET MAKER
AND

UPHOLSTERER,
satisfactory

SyFarniture Made, Repaired

manner.

Varniehcd at

and

SUORT NOTICE.
Portland. May ». UWS.

tf

R.eal Estate,
INVESTMENTS

!

UUT C11HCI ni IAKAIAS URU Til USI!
10 HOUSES, at price*from SlOOOto SiOOO.
100 HOUSE LOTS, atprlceafrom #300 to #3000.
3,000,000 feet of FLATS.
1.000,000 feet of LAND.
1 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.

on

hand.

DR. L. DIX S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Eudirolt street, Boston,Mass.f
Is so arranged that
patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the OILY entrauce to his Office is
No. 21, having no connection with his residence,con-

BOSES GOULD,74 BiddleSt.,
CfStaibs.

sequently

to

8TEAM ENGINES and B0ILBR8,
of rarious sizes and patterns.

Shafting, filltyi, Ie,

Light IIodih Wonx of all descriptions. and all
kinda of work required in building
Fortiticatiobs.
IronStairo and other Architectural Work,
Uouaea, Stores, and other buildings, fitted with
Oaa and Steam in the be»t manner.
In connection with the above la an Iron
Foundry,
with a large aaaortment »f Patterns, to w hich the
attention of Machinists, Millwright*.aud Ship-Buildere ia invited—and all kinda ol
Caatlnga furniahed
at abort notice.

|^*Orders for Machine Jobbing,

Forgiaga, promptly

Patterns and

executed.

oci

Removal.

Nos. 92.94,96, 98 and 102 Friend St.

can

family interruption,

so

that

on

no

ac-

any person

8 TBK ONLY UKUl’LAB GRADUATE PUYS1CIAX AD*
VKutiarna ix bobtov.

fbrnieh

Stun fife ud Futiiet, Mill Cearia*

no

hesitate applyiug at his office.
DR. DIX
boUUy asserts (and it cannot be contradicted.except
by Quacks, who will -ay or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he
count

IRA WINN, Agent,
N"o. 11 Union St.,
Ie
prepared

F"

&XfUk WH-L BE FORFEITED BY UR. 1*
nP*Fv/v/ D5X if failing to cure in less time than
any other Dbysictau, it »rc effectualiy and permaaently, witu 1cm restraint from occupation or fear ot
exposure to all weather, with sale aud pleaaaut medicines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOUTARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
M-rcunal Afluciio; s; Eruptions aud all l>i»*a*c* of
the Skin; Ulcer* of the Nose,l hr«at aud Body ; Pimple^ oi^the Face; Swelling- of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional aud otin r Woakueasesin youth,
and the more advanced at ali ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

JOB.

j

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, n fact so
well known to raanv Citizen*.Publishers, Merchants,
Hotel Proprietors, he that he is much recommended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Xtlive Quacks, more ntuaerciu in Boatou than other
large cities,
DR. L. DIX
proudly refers to Professor* and rrtpectable Physicians—many of whom cousult h:m in critical eases,
because of hi* acknowledged skill and reputation, attained

through

servation.

so

long

experience,

practice

aud ob-

AFFLICTED

AND UNFORTUNATE!
b# not robbed and add to your suffering* in being deceived by the l}ing boasts, mure presentations, false
promise* and pretensions of

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS
who kuow little of the nature aud character of Special disease*, and lxsa a to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diploma* of Institutions or Colleges, width
never existed in any part of the world; others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, unknown;
not onlv assuming ai d advertising in names of those
inverted in the diplomas, but to further their impo*ition assume names of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceit td by

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificate* and references, and recoin■nadafttona of their medtainos by thc dead, who cannot expose or contradict them; or who. beside.*, to
further their imposition, copy front Medical books

Being the largest and oldest manufacturer* of FricMatches in this eountry, dealer-, shippers, sea
much that is written of the qualities and effect* of
captains and consumers, can always rely ou a rood { different herbs and plants, and avciibe all the same
article, aud the only match that has withstood the
to their PUls. Extract*. Specific*, See., moat of which,

tion

tost of years in every climate.
%• Always on hand aud packed at short notice
for shipment, Card. Block, Parlor or Water-Proof,
\\k>ed and Paper Box, and the celebrated By am
Matches.

CAUTION.
In consequence of the high repntation our Matches have obtained, numbers of persons are selling au
article of Inferior quality, aud even bate enough to
use our trade marks.
In order to avoid any occurrence of the kind hereafter, all of our matches will
have printed on the wrappers, “Manufactured bv
BYAM, CARLTON A CO.”
INTERNAL TAXES—The largest Revenue Tax
by any manufacturer of matches in New Engand is paid by By am, Carlcton A Co., of Boston,
and thoy pay more than all others combined.
At wholesal. in Portland

187 Foro street,
Boston. Nov. 6.1833.

b) N L PCKINTOH.
novll dSa

J. A. DAVIS A

CO.,

Commission Merchants.
For the

purchase

of

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS
FOR EASTERN MARKETS.

220 Weit Water St., Milwaukee, Wi»
84 South Water St., Chicago, 111
dBm

MARINE
Railway Chains and Track IroAs
uudersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale of Marine Railway and other Chains
in the United States and British North America,manufactured by Hknkt Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive order*
lor Mariue Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the sprocket wheel to match, aud w aria u ted to tit.
These chaius are made of an iron pesuited to this purpose, which, by actual tost,
shows its average breaking strain to bo 80 tons per
inch of sectioual area. Parties wishing good aud reliable chains will do well to examine those iu actual

11HK

culiarly

service.

the head of

Dr. X. H. HEALD

the

O.

Empty Hlktls. and Shooks.

Box Sugars.
BOXES Havana IBratvn Su(?ar, per trig
IwiO Speedway, now laii.HIty anil for sale by

Union Wharf, and is prepared to do
SMITH WOKK in all its branches.
Particular attention paid to SUOEIKG HOUSES,

I

-AUK-

W. W. CARR & CO.,

Having taken

Mpt22

/A/'k/'k EMPTY Molasses Hogsheads,
vjUl/v 2,000 Molasses Hhd. Shooks and Heads,
O

deol2 edislm

MOKKIEE, Agent,
FOR E STREET,

dtfsri.23

Commissioners, with full power to receive and examine all the claims of the several creditors to said
estate. Sx mouths from thefifteenth of
September,
A. D. 1868, are allowed to said creditors for bringing
in their claims and proving their debts. The Commissioners will meet at the office of the County Commissioners, ill Portland, from 2 to 6 o’clock i». u. of
the second and last Saturdays of the following
months, viz: October. November, December, 1863,
and January. A. D. 1864, and in the afternoon of the
ami 16th clay of March. 1864,
16th day ot
for the purpose oi receiving and examining the
claims oi creditors of said estate.
HIRAM II. DOW.

February,

WASTED BV F. JONES.

DENTIST,
No.
MUUU

PUBLIC

may 11 dtf

FERNALD,

Lyons Periodical Drops!

JOHN H. BELCIIER.
WM. F. BONN ELL, Ja.

ftaid

NOTICE is hereby given that the estato
of Edward B. Jack, late of Westbrook, in thcounty of Cumberland, deceased, having been rope
resented to the Judge of Probate as insolvent and
insufficient to pay all the just debts which said deceased owed, the undersigned have been appointed

pricea paid for Country

BEST QIALITV

SHAW-Agent,

Insolvency Kotiee,

PORTLAND, ME.

25,tUHy

(.

oclSeodly

-AND-

128 Si

i

No. 102 Middle Street.

New and Second Hand Furniture,

MOSES

17*5

EDWARD

JOHN CROCKETT & CO,

A CARD.

DR. S. C.

CLIFFORD,

-DKALKRS1N-

Drops!

ALL

Pills, l'o\vtler« & Ifmirli Preparation*.

Bridges, Roads, Culverts, Drains, Aqueducts and all
descriptions of work connected with Engineering.
Levels for building foundations
promptly furnished.
Disputed boundary lines adjusted, &o., &c.
Draughting, Tracing and Copving also executed
with neatness and dispatch.
Specimen Plans together with references aud testimonials, where required, may be seen at our Office.

Mb.

be done bv any eolvent Company. Policies issued
for One, Three, or Five rears.
J. L. CUTLER, President.
J. U. WILLIAMS.Secretary.

No. 3 Lime Street,

DR. W. R. JOHNSON, Dentist.

aso 1-a CONGRESS STREETTwo doors west of new City Hall,
decll codtf

Augusta, M bi

AND DEALERS IN

N. B. Highest cash
duce of all kinds.

rpHE

large building recently erected.

Poktlakd,

rilHL Maine Insurance Company insure against
X loss or damage by Fire, Buildings, Merchandize and Furniture, on terms as favorable as it can

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Bean*, Applet, tc.

j

ARK BETTER THAR

subscriber* arc prepared to make Surveys ot
A Kailways, Roads, Streets, Farms and
Lots, in
any part of the city or country, together with Map*
or Flans of same, at shortest
possible notice; also to
fttimish Plaus. Specifications and Estimates for

8ATTERLEE, President.

MAINE INSURANCE CO.

MERCHANTS,

WITHOUT PAIN,
by the aid of Protoxide of Nitrogen or Nitrous
will
do well to call on
Oxide,

Dr. J., having some
eighteen years since prepared
and administered thin gas to his student* wlme teachiug “Chemistry,’' therefore his previous knowledge of its effects upon the human system when inhaled into the lungs, and also of the mode of manufacturing it in its nurest state, renders him second to
no other Dentist in his success of now
applying it in
relieving the pain usually attending the removal of
teeth.
Dr. J.’s office is at

i

PRODUCE COMMISSION

CLIFFORD,

Lyon’s Periodical

Me.

BYAM, CARLTON A CO.,
of
friction
SON, Agents, Manufacturers
MATCH KN, have removed from Uniou »t.
FORE STREET.
to tiieir

NO. 1 CO
jy20 M Wk¥ Cm

dt*cl9 dim

J. B.

Persons wishing to have

!

Mo. 105 .TIiddle Street, Portland.

John.

steamers

Exchange St., Portland,

J. W. MUNGER &

Styles Skates,

and their fittings, for ladies and gentlemen—lust the
things for Christmas and New Year’s Presents.
Please call and examine.

Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and St.

TEETH

D. R

lot of

iYew

Ho. 30

BONXELL,

CIVIL EMILY EELS .\YD SCRY EWES,

Charles Wilson, Secretary.
S am ’l L. Talcott, Surveyor.

Trunks, Valises & Travelling Bags

as

$200,000.

•

receive 76 per cent, of net profits, (or
cash discount made iu lien of participation.)

Insure# Buildings, Merchandise, Household Furniture. Rents, Leases, and other Insurable Property,
against Lessor Damage bv Fire.

n. DURAN

A nice asserton nt of BKT1CULE8. SCHOOL
SATCHELS, MONEY THUNKS,Ac. Also a select

Company,

DEALERS

Of every variety and style.

The splendid end fast Steamships
“CUES A PEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
and '-POTOMAC,** Captain Sherwood, will,until further notice, run

Insurance

OF NEW HAVEN, CT.

Manufacturer and Dealer in

Portland and New York Steamer.

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

OF

City, Lewiiton and Montreal

COMEACIOBS,

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

BELCHER &

prompt

J. W. SYKES,
Purchaser lor Eastern Account

THE STEAMERS

009 tl

Book nnd Show Cases made to order.

DR. HUGHES’

of many new Machines not before shown in their
book, with directions for putting up, working. Ac.,
and other u?etul information, is now in press, and
I when completed will be scut to any of the craft who
l will fiirnish their address.
R. 1IOE k CO.,
nov3 dl6w
Nww York and Boston. Mass

an 1 Boston Line.

Lyon’s Periodical

ed himself here, he solicits a continuance, and will
spare noeilorts to giro general satisfaction.

Mo. 51 Union Street,
prepared
18BING in I to do allandkinda of CABINET

Officr Hourr—From 8 A. M. Ull 6 P. M.
auglT in&outal ed

PRINTING MACHINES,
Bed and Platen Book & Job Printing* Presses,
(Adams’ Patent,)
Hand and Card Presses. Hydraulic Presses with
wrought-iron cylinders. Standing Presses of various
kinds, Chases, Furniture, Cases, Stauds, Brass Rule,
Composing Sticks, and every article connected with
the arts of
LithographLetter-press,Copperplate andand
ic Printing, Bookbiuuiug,
ElectroStereotyping
typing, always on baud or furnished at short notice.
A new Catalogue,containing cuts and descriptions

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RATES.
The steamship JURA, Capt. Arrow,
will Hail from this port for Liverpool,
•on SATURDAY, Jan. 2d, iminedi_lately after the arrival of the Train of
the previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry, Glasgow and Liverpool
—Cabin (according to accommodation) $66toS8U;
Steerage, M0. Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For Frei (lit or Passage apply to
II A A. ALLAN,
No. 5 Grand Trunk Railroad Passengoi Depot.

Bangor, Maine, April Id.

NEW YORK.

manufacture Single and
THE
Cylinder and Type-Revolving

Harmon,

Mart A. Harmon.

of
19

Manufactobikb—On Broome, Sheriff $ Columbia
its., N. Y., and on Foundry $t., Motion, Aleut,

Pasiengert Booked to Londonderry,
Glasgow and Liverpool.

Fereit

longas

Sabah E.

Boston, Mass.

29 and 31 Gold Street

CARRYINU THE CANADIAN A U. S.MAILS.

Portland

as

PRINTERS Sr BINDERS'
W aroliouso,

Montreal deean Steamship Co.

SURKTO DO UOODASD CANNOT DO ilAKM.

purchased for
elegant ‘‘tit

an

He invites hi* old friends and customers, and the
to call on him.

time.

ti^SOLDIERS of all the New England States

without
supplied
soldiers are

V

-ABE—

generally,
Grateful lor the
{>ublic
iberal patronage he has received since ho establish-

me, and asbat a short

1HIIS

4.11
4.18

of every variety and style, which he
cash, and consequently can give
out" at the lotcest cash /trices.

j

Green street.

To be succeeded by the steamship
ERICAN on the 9th of January.

they tapped
by Upping I coaid live

|

Specifications,

deemed.

W.C.Pickersgill, Geo.G.Hobson,

M.

642
6.49
6 54
6.06

2.30

Tlic 2.00 P. M train out and the 9.30 A. M. train
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger

Foreign Patents.

Late Agent of U. 8 Patent OJtce, Washington
(under the Act of 1837.)
76 State Street,opposite Kilby Street,

of the Company revert t
divided annually, upon the
during the year, and for which

January, 1863,

Arrive at

Exchange Bt.

R. H. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

HF*Thc whole Profit*

The Profit* of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1H42, to the l*t of
January, 1862, for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st

do
Gorham,
do
Saccarappa,
Cumberland Mills, do
do
Morrill's,

ATTENTION given in getting up Boys’

Insurance njainst Marine and In*
land Navigation Rinkn.

hearing

A

Saco River for Portland, at
Buxton Centre,
do

5.30

IJ1VBRY

WallSt*t(cor. of William)New York,

Premhimftterminated
Cortiticateaareissued,

Cassimeres and Vest-

on

A t LAMT IC

are

do

for me, unle*s

that

Forwarding

P. X.

or-

“Sally,” said a fellow to a girl who bad red
hair, “keep away from me or you’ll set me on
fire.”
“No danger of that,” replied Sally,
.‘you are too green to burn.”

the assured, and

Buxton Centra,
Arrive at

HAS

Artemas

over

Gorham,

X.
2.00
2.15
2 23

P.

Fares 6 cents less when tickets are purchased at
the offico than when paid in the cars.
dti
DAN CARPENTER, Sup't.
Oct. 22,1903.

PANT8 and VESTS, and Busi-

VIZ:United States and State of New York
Stock. City, Bank and other Stock*, t2.626.960 68
Loan* secured by Stocks,andotherwise, 1,446.220 47
lioal Estate knd Bonds and Mart "ages,
233,700 O0
Dividends on Stocks, Interest on Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loaus.xundry
Note*, re-insurance and other claims
dne the Company, estimated at
122,3*8 63
Premium Xotesand Bills Receivable,
2,464.062 86
Cash in Bank,
237,402 20

On and after Monday, Oct. 26, 1SG3,
will^eavo as follows.

Trains

do
do
do

me

CO.,

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

DR. NEWTON

ity, “Poor relations, sir.”

Assets,

York Sc Cumberland Railroad.

Saccarappa,

nothing

THE

Cars attached.

REM O V A. L

A college student being examined in Locke,
where he speaks of our relations to the Deity,
was asked, “What relations do we most neglect?” when he auswered with much simplic-

S1

leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANC18 CHASE, Superintendent.
oc31 edtf
Oct.
Portland,
80,1863.

8.00
8.11
8.IS
8.23
8.35
8.52
9.00

do

sured

1 had mado up my mind to go home aud live
I could with the disease, and then die. On
lalidtf a roiiTLAHD.MK.
my way home 1 stayed over night in Portland with
a friend of mine, and told them what
my mind was
in regard to my disease. They finally persuaded me
Copartnership Notice.
to go aud see Mrs. Manchester. She examined me
undersigued have this day formed a Copartand told me ray case exactly.
nenthip under the firm name of
1 was so much astonished to think that she told me
TV. H. SHA IV Sr
correctly, that 1 told her that I would take her meditor the purpose of transacting a
cines, not having the least faith that they would
any good, or that I should get the slightest relief
General Commission &
Business, me
from auy coarse whatever; finally 1 took the mediAT CHICAGO, ILL.
cine and went home. In one week from the time 1
W. 1I.BHAW.
BENJAMIN 8UAW.
llKNttY B. SHAW.
commenced taking the medicine, I had over three
Dec.
1868.
dcc6
3w
1,
Chicago,
gallons of water pass me in seven hours; and my fellow sufferer? may be assured that it was a great relief
n to me. I had not been able to lie down in bed at
P
PALMER’S
night before this for two years. Now I can lie down
r
P
with perfect ease. I have taken her medicine for
eight months, and am as well as any man could wish
Patronized by Covernment.
to be, and no signs of dropsy. I would advise all
that aresiok to go aud consult Mrs. Manchester,
world-renowned invention which received
have been given up by other phythe “Great Prize Medal” at the World’s Fair, is ; even if they
sicians. I have sent her a number of cases of other
regarded a« the only reliable Artificial I.eg now
made. It is worn by upwards of six thousand per- j
di: eases, and she has enrod them also. Go and see
sous, embracing all classes, ages and professions. It !
for yourselves. I had no faith, bat now my fkith
is too well known to require extended description, as
all information concerning it is embraced in the decannot be shaked in her skill in telling and caring
scriptive pamphlet, which is soot free to ail who apdisease.
Charles 8. Harmon,

Freight trains

Portland for Saco River, at
do
Morrill's
Cumberland Mills, do

FITTING,

Work* 6 Union Gt., and 238 & 286 Fore Bt.

stations.

A. X.

REMARKABLE CURE OF A CASE OF DROP
8 Y CURED B Y MRS. MANCHESTER.
This is to certify that I have been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen years standing by Mrs. Manchester. 1 have been to physicians in Boston, New York
and Philadelphia. They all told me that they could

Hotel).

GAS

man.

A

Dono in the belt manner.

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a; x. and
6.00 p. x.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way

PHHp

or

STEAM AND

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 A.x. and 2.30

ORGANS.

CABINET

sleepy church warden, who often played
cards, hearing the minister use the words,
“ahuffi ioffhis mortal coil," started up, rubbing bis eyes, and exclaimed—“Hold on! it’s
A

at

Jobkfh Davis.
Boston { Maine Depot, Portland, Me.

AD IT1RY MSfRIPTIM OF MACH1MRY,

r. x.

Mason & Hamlin’s

thy

Steam CockB, Valve,. Pipe,and Connection,, Whole,

and 2.30

Preparations.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

Cloths, Cassimeres & Vestings

RECORD.

gan to reoover, and in two mouths 1 was entirely
well, and had gained several pounds of flesh, and
can truly say that by your skill 1 am a
perfectly heal-

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.
rvHHHHTj Passenger Trains will leave the Station. Canal street, daily, (Sundays excepted) as lollows:
p.x.

Mutual Insurance

part

KAKCFACTURliR OF

ARRANGEMENTS,

on

Manchester—Dear Madam —Thinking a
statement of my case may be of service to others
similarly afflicted, I hasten to give it to yon.
This is briefly my caso—I was taken sick about 18
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a very bad
form. I applied to fonr different physicians, bat received no benefit until I called on you. At that time
I had given up business, and was in a very bad
state,
but after taking your medicine for a short time I be-

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

RAILROAD.
WINTER

Til AW ALL

Kniohtb,

Mrs.

of which
arc well seasoned and tue remainder
partly so, which will be (told at reduced prices for a
short time, to clear the wharf, to be occupied for
other purposes. Also, hard wood of different kinds,
oak slabs, edgings, &c. Apply to
WM. II. WALKER,
dccTtf
Berlin Wharf, opposite Sugar House.

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH

BETTER

a

^

ONE OF THE GREATEST CURES

are:

1. Simplicity of construction.
2. It ha* uo iron that can ever rust the Clothes.
3. It is very strong and not liable to get out of order, wringing anything from a lace collar to a bed
quilt, working easier than any other Wringer.
We warrant this Wiinger in every particular.
Agents wanted in every section of the country. A liberal discount made to the trade.
For sale at the old Wringer’s stand, 329 Congross street.

AUE

Pills, Powders and Quack

from Bo«tou and New York
HAS Just returned
RICH and FASHIONABLE assort-

with
ment of

nov«8

Cheap Wood.

The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
oT oue passenger for every S500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
D. BAILEY, Superintendent.
novS
Nov. 4,1863.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

Emma Kniohtb.

&ug20 distf

■4 A/Wt CORDS of Spruse Slabs,

The Urea! Telltale Kennedy.

Draper,
EXCHANGE STREET,

NO. 98

Brunswick, Maine, August 5th.

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL & McALLISTER

For

x.

Down Trains.
Island Pond for Portland, at 6 A. x.
Leave Sonth Paris for Portland at 6.45 a. x.

copperhead convention.

at

Abby E.

The Public are invited to give us a call, as we are
bound to givo satisfaction to all who favor us with

Leave

Three fathers went up the Cumberland river
In the same boat, the other day, with three
metallic coflius, to bring away the bodies of
their aons who had fallen in the battle of Stone
river. As they stepped ashore at Clarksville,
they met their boys jolly and hearty, with as
little idea of going into a burial case as into a

“Coon

war-

their custom.

Trains.
Paris at 7.40 A.

perfect
doctoring, I

Since my daughter has been
great many cases that Mrs. Manchta
ter has cured. 1 think if any person deserves patronage, it is tho one who tries to preserve the health
of the sick aud suffering; and I know that she use*
every effort which lies in her power to benefit her
patients.
Sabah L. Kniohtb,
Gbouob Kniohtb,
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Leave Portland for South
Island Pond at 1.10 p. m.

short time she will be restored to

health.
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have heard of a
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and after Monday, Nov. 9, 1863,
will ran daily, (Sundays exceptdice,

I think in

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OP THE CITY,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CLOTHES WRINGER!

A gentleman of Belfast had at one time in
his employ an Irishman possessed of a good
deal more zeal than knowledge. Ills employer gave him a key one morning, witli directions to “go to the post office and get the contents of forty.” Tat vanished, but presently
came back with pockets, hat and hands filled
with a miscellaueons collection of mail matter,
and the explanation given was, that hail demanded ami obtained of the astonished official
the mail matter of forty diflereut private boxes.
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LOWEST PRICES FOR CASE,
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Of Canada.
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Coal—Prime lot delivered for f9.50 per ton

SAWYER Ac WHITNEY.
mehM’68dly
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TRUNK
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Office,Commercial 8t., head of Maine Wh’f

daily,

leave

CASE OF SPINAL DISEASE CURED.
is to certify that I went to see Mrs. Manchester last March with a daughter of mine troubled with
spinal disease, for which sho had been doctored for
five years, and by a number oi physicians of all
kinds; and she has had twenty-one applications oi
electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she continually grew worse. 1 came to the conclusion, as
the last resort, to go and see JIrg. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise sho told mo the tirat
cause of the disease, and how she had been from time
to time, which encouraged mo to try her medicines.
I did so. and now my danghter is able to be around
the house all o! the time. She also rides ten or fifteen miles without any trouble or inconvenience,and
A

This

Hard and Soft Wood.

GRAND

their coat."

quality,atd

Portland to Slcowhegun.

nov20 eod& w6w28

sisted the old man; “it covers a contented
spirit, and a body that owes no man anything,
and that's mair than many a man can say of

beet

arc

Man-

Mrs.

No. 11 Clapp’* Block, Room No. 0.

FOR SMITHS' USE.
Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

notice of the afflicted.

chester may be consulted at

COAL

▲Iso, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Angtuta, Nov., 1883.

LITTLE, Agent.

commended to the

-y-KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

adjusted and

Exchange

constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials oi
tho astonishing cures performed by her. Among
many recently received are the following, which art

LOBBERY

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

Opening!

Tailor cb

Is

Horning;.

MEDICAL.

A. D. REEVES,

MRS. MANCHESTER

THE GENUINE

Pare and Free

principal

None.
unad*

notes,

Portland Office, 31

some

arrive in Portland at 8.80 a.x. Leave Bangor at
7.£5 A. x., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. x. Both
these trains connact at Portland with trains lor
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 3 a. x.t and returning is dne in Port land at 1 p. m
stations,
Stages connect with trains at
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
line.
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
decl4
Waterville, November, 1868.

Commencing Nov. O, 1808.

$36,067 31
HENRY KELLOGG, President.
WM. B. CLARK, Secretary.
Hartford, Conn., Nov. 16,1863.

justed,

7A6 A. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.16 P.x.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. x., and

$628,866 48

Total assets,
Liabilities:

man

of his

the Laws of Maine.

compli-

Surplus over Capital....228,866
Invested as follows, viz:

The proof that your butter is good is
you do uot taste it. The proof that your body
is lu healthy condition is that you do not feel
it. The proof that you are enjoying almost
every blessing that you need, is tiiat you think
is huvery little about your condition. For it

an

with

in

The Capital Stock is.t 400,000 00

that

A Scotch nobleman, seeing

day of November, 1863—made

Fall and Winter

m

PART OF THECITY

ANY

BUSINESS CARPS.

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEIIIOH,
BAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,

i^'l jHStation,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 1st

& W O O D,

DEUlTJfiBED 10

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trank
for Lewiston and Auburn, at

rmnn

MEDICAL.

CHEAP FOR CASH,

-OF Tint—

“Here, Buldy, me darliut, what's the time
o’ night, and where’s tho pertaty pudding?"
“It’s eight, sir.”
Which may as well be followed by an account

made
‘‘Its a

COAL & WOOD.

Marine RailwavTrack Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kiuds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, aud of quality aud
quantity to suit.
the above ai«
Mr. C. feels confident lie can
tides on as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL,

Spikes

supply

Janl0 6*idlawly*

Sab-marine Engineer.
N*w Bbdfobd, Mass

if not all. contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its “curing everything," but now known
to “kill more than is cured,” and those not killed,
eonstitutioualiv injured for life.

IGNORANCE OK QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTKUM MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowtio
other
remedy, ho roli* * ueou Mercury, aud
ing
give* it to all his patients in pilla, drops, Ac., so the
Nostrum Maker, oqcaliy ignorant, adds to bis socalled Extract
Specific, Antidote. Ac., both reiving
upon ita effect* in curing a tew in a hundred, It is
trumpeted in various wavs throughout the land: but

m

alas ! nothing i.» aaid of the balanci: some of whom
die. others gryw worse, and are left to linger and suffer for month* or years, until relieved or cured, it

possible, by competent physician*.

QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
tin foregoing facts are known to
doctors am! no*trum makers.ret, regardof others, tin >• are those
aud
health
the
lift*
less of
among them who wi!! eveu perjure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their pafieuts, or that it
is contaiuod in .heir No-trum•», «,> that live “usual
fee” may be obtained for professedly curing, or “the
dollar” or ‘‘fraction of ft” may bo obtained fbr the
Nostrum. It is thus that many arc deceived also, and
uselessly spend large aflaounts for experiment* with
BUT Al.L

Notwithstanding

some

quack

quackery.

DK L DIX'S
charges are very moderate. Uomrounicatiens
crcdly confidential, and all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disea-e, condition or situation ol any one, married or single*
Medicines sent by Mail aud Express to all pads of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice mustcouiain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix. No.21
Mass.
Boston, Jan 1.1S»'3.

Endicottstreet,Boston.
ly

TIIE LADIES. The celebrated DR L
DfX particularly iuvRes all ladies who need a
Medical or Surgicni adviser, to call at his Rooms.No.
21 Endicott street, llostou. Mass., w hich they will
find arranged for thrir special aroonueodation.
Dr. 1>I X Laving devoted over tv < ntjr Tears to this
particular brunch of the treatment of til! diseases peculiar to females, it i-i;ow conceded by all (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the *nfo. speedy and effectual
treatment of alrtemale complaints.
llis medicines are prepared with the express purpose* of removing all diseases,suchas debility, weakness, unnatural a up p re ions, enlargements of tic
womb. also, all discharges which flew from :i merbid
state of the blood. The Doctor is now tuliy prepared
to treat in his peculiar tyle, both medically ana surgicallv. ai! disea-of the femalesex, and they arc

IlO

respectfully invited to call at

No 21 Endicott Street* Roston.
oontain one dol

A! Hotter* requiring advice must
lar to ensure an answer.

Boston, Jan. 1, IS63

eodly
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